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Responses to Comments on R180-15 

Overview: 
This document includes a cumulative record, in chronological order, of the feedback received by the Nevada Department of Education and Nevada Achievement 

School District on the proposed regulations, R108-15, from September 2016 through April 2017. In cases where the response has evolved, the original response 

has been preserved in the notes column and new responses have been added. Items 5 through 8 include applicable feedback to SB430, a bill that would have 

amended NRS 388B to include portions of the proposed regulations.  

Item #1 
Nevada Department of Education Responses to Suggested Amendments made to R108-15 from September 7, 2016 hearing. 

Shared with commenters on September 15, 2016. Posted on the Nevada Department of Education.  

Comments by Washoe County School District: 

Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous version 

Section 6.   Repeated testimony in legislative hearings and the 

State Board of Education meeting has referenced “chronically” 

underperforming schools being selected, but the regulations only 

mention a singular year of data being used.  “Most Recent 

Year”.  We suggest this is changed to multiple years and 

multiple measures or perhaps the “three consecutive most recent 

years”.  And given the difficulty in our testing data, is this even 

possible?  It doesn’t say the most recent “available” year so what 

data will be used for the initial selection and would using the 

most recent data available be a violation of the regulation?  It 

has been stated publically that district efforts to improve 

turnaround schools like the Acceleration Zone in Washoe 

County will be taken into consideration in the selection of 

schools, but there is no mention of it in the regulations.  We 

request the addition of language that would acknowledge district 

efforts and take them into consideration when selecting schools. 

AMENDED 

ORIGINAL RESPONSE: 

AMENDED - Section 6 has been amended to note “most recently available” 

statewide accountability system data.  

AMENDED - Section 15 (2) has been added articulating the responsibility of 

the State Board to consider historical data in reviewing the proposed list of 

schools eligible for conversion in a given year.  

*NEW* AMENDED - Section 15(2) has been amended to say “the State

Board shall consider…any efforts by the board of trustees of the school

district in which the public school is located to improve pupil achievement

and school performance…”

http://www.doe.nv.gov/uploadedFiles/ndedoenvgov/content/ASD/Documents/Nevada%20Department%20of%20Educatio2.pdf
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous version 

Section 7.   At no point was this discussed or vetted during 

AB448.  Either the schools are selected or they aren’t.  There 

doesn’t seem to be explicitly authority for this section in 

AB448?  It sounds like schools can negotiate their way out of 

the ASD by agreeing to another state led plan?  This was not 

discussed during AB448 or at any other time.  We request this 

section be deleted. 

Left to honor 

request above 

ORIGINAL RESPONSE: This section remains in place as the mechanism 

by which district efforts, such as the Acceleration Zone, may be honored, if 

schools are continuing to perform.  

AMENDED-  

Section 5--Term “Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was replaced by 

term “Performance Compact” 

Section 9 outlines the opportunity for a board of trustees to enter into a 

performance compact through parent petition informed by SB311 (2013) 

(FORD) 

Section 13- articulates the performance compact mechanisms and scope. 

*New* Section 13(1) has been amended to “The Department shall offer to

negotiate a performance compact…”

Section 9.  We recommend language to address how the ASD 

will consult with districts as required by Section 20, subsection 

3c of AB448.   

Section 9, subsection 3 should include notifying the board of 

trustees or the district of the schools selected either instead of or 

in addition to the schools.  Since the schools are currently 

district school, the district would like the opportunity to be part 

of notifying the schools about this designation in order to 

manage the questions and concerns of district staff. 

AMENDED 

Consultation with the school can be found in Section 15(1). 

Section 10, Subsection 4. Request the Executive Director 

SHALL obtain assistance from independent reviewers. 
AMENDED 

Section 16(4)(f) states that the Executive Director will engage third party 

reviewers where practicable.  

Section 11, Subsection 3.  Define in the best interest of the 

students in the state?  We suggest adding language to ensure the 

expansion would serve children from other low performing 

schools? 

AMENDED 

Section 17(3)(b)Amended to reference expansion to serve students in schools 

pursuant to Section 6 of the regulation.  
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous version 

Section 14.  To be consistent with our policy to add language 

that says $15,000 AND has a useful life of at least one year.   

AMENDED 

Section 24(2) includes the language ”…and has a useful life of at least one 

year” has been added. 

*NEW* The definition of capital expense in Section 24(2) now includes 

that the construct or repair “Meets any applicable standards prescribed 

by the Building Owners and Managers Association International or its 

successor organization.” 

 

Section 16, subsection 2.  We suggest language to allow for 

annual reviews by the Executive Director to ensure proper 

transparency of the progress being made. – covered in section 

17. 

ALREADY 

IN 

REGULATI

ON 

This is addressed in current Section 28.  

Section 17, subsection 1.  We suggest a definition of 

performance review and who is engaged in this process.  And 

then what happens if the contract is terminated?  Should that 

process be outlined in the regulations? 

ALREADY 

IN 

REGULATI

ON 

This is addressed in current Section 12(4).  

 

*NEW* Also addressed in Section 30 

 

The Washoe County School District also respectfully requests 

language be added to this regulation to address the explicit 

requirement that ASD schools must address the needs of ALL 

students currently at the school including special education, 

English language learners, students in poverty, gifted students, 

high disciplinary need students and all students regardless of 

their necessary level of support. 

ADDRESSE

D 

ORIGINAL RESPONSE: It is the belief of the Nevada Department of 

Education that this is addressed in Section 22(4) in AB448 and is reiterated in 

Section 12(2) of this regulation. It is the intention of both the Nevada 

Department of Education and the Nevada Achievement School District that 

all students, means all students, regardless of need.  

AMENDED- 

Section 22(5) with a reference to the statutory requirement NRS.388B.060. 
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous version 

The prohibition of any exclusion or removal process for a CMO 

that may exclude students from attendance of the ASD school. 

ADDRESSE

D 

ORIGINAL RESPONSE: It is the belief of the Nevada Department of 

Education and the leadership of the Nevada Achievement School District that 

CMOs and individuals who enter into a Performance Compact to operate an 

Achievement School, must agree not to exclude eligible students from 

attendance. This will be addressed directly in the Performance Compact and 

reviewed during the annual review as outlined in Section 17(2) of this 

regulation.  

AMENDED- 

Section 22(5) with a reference to the statutory requirement NRS.388B.060. 

The process by which a CMO and the district enter into any 

requested and or necessary fee-for-services for items like 

nutrition services, transportation, special education, and any 

other services. 
AMENDED 

Addressed in Section 24(5) -- has been added to address that either the 

Executive Director or the charter management organization or individual that 

operates an achievement charter school may identify services and fees for the 

services that may be provided by the school district in which the achievement 

charter school is located.  
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Comments by Dr. Jeffrey Geihs, Assistant Chief Student Achievement Officer: CCSD Turnaround Zone 

Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current 

(July 2017) version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from 

previous version 

We recommend that the Department add 

language [in Section 6 of this regulation] to 

consider current District efforts and processes 

when determining eligibility for conversion to 

an achievement chatter school. Suggested 

language would be: When it is determined that 

a school is eligible for conversion to an 

achievement charter school, the Department 

will allow Districts the first opportunity to 

make improvements through their District-led 

turnaround process and efforts.  If there is not a 

District turnaround process, the District 

determines they are unable to support the 

school, or after a specified period of time (three 

school years of data) the school fails to make or 

maintain necessary improvements after 

District-led efforts, then the school will remain 

eligible for conversion to an achievement 

charter school. 

AMENDED 

ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The Nevada Department of 

Education believes the state and districts should have as many 

tools as possible to help transform underperforming schools.  It 

would therefore be unwise to limit the authority of the Nevada 

Achievement School District in this manner.  Additionally, we 

believe setting an arbitrary timeline to allow for district led 

turnaround efforts is not in the best interests of students who 

otherwise could have been served by an Achievement Charter 

School but were unable to access that high quality option because 

the school they were zoned for was under district led conversion.   

It is the belief of the Nevada Department of Education that the 

opportunity to honor successful, local District processes is made 

available through Section 7 of this regulation.  

AMENDED – 

*NEW* Section 15(2) has been amended to say “the State Board

shall consider…any efforts by the board of trustees of the school

district in which the public school is located to improve pupil

achievement and school performance…”
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Craig Stevens, Director of Intergovernmental Relations, Clark County School District 

Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) version 

of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous version 

Section 6(1)(b) -- what is a "downward trend?" 

AMENDED 

Section 15(2) articulates the responsibility of the State Board to consider 

historical data in reviewing the proposed list of schools eligible for conversion 

in a given year.  

Section 6(1)(c) -- what is an "identified 

subgroup?" 

ALREADY 

DEFINED 

Subgroups here refer to all subgroups measured via the Nevada School 

Performance Framework.  The glossary can be found on the NSPF website. 

Regarding section 6, part d.  When AB448 was 

passed during the last legislative session the 

bill stated 5% of lowest performing elementary 

and middle schools shall qualify and high 

schools with a graduation rate of 60% or less.  

By expanding the list beyond these parameters 

to all 2-star schools and for any school that has 

a matriculation pattern that feeds into more 

than 1, 1-star school, CCSD believes the 

proposed regulation goes well beyond the 

legislative intent of AB448.   We understand 

the bill allows for the Department to determine 

additional qualifications for a school to enter 

into the ASD, CCSD believes the regulation, as 

written is not treating the ASD as an action of 

last resort and asks the regulation to be re-

written with just the parameters for the ASD, as 

set by the 2015 Legislature. 

AMENDED 

ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The Nevada Department of Education has utilized 

its authority under AB448 to determine additional qualifications that shall 

deem a school eligible for conversion under the Nevada Achievement School 

District via Section 6 of this regulation.  

AMENDED- 

Amended Section 7 of these regulations include the following categories of 

eligibility: 

- Bottom 5% of Elementary and Middle Schools (statutory requirement)

- 60% or less graduation rate for high schools (statutory requirement)

- Schools that qualify as a Comprehensive Support Intervention school

under federal guidelines

- Schools that receive the lowest rating according to the State system of

accountability

- Schools that receive the second lowest rating according to the State

system of accountability and are flat as compared to previous

performance or downward trending

Amended Section 7 to eliminate the following categories of eligibility: 

- Schools that are in the bottom 10% of sub group performance for a

given year

- Schools that are in a feeder pattern where a student would be assigned

to at least two schools with the lowest performance rating according to

the State accountability system during their K-12 career

SECTION 9 outlines an option for school communities to develop an 

alternative intervention plan via parent petition, modeled after SB 311(2013) 

(FORD) 

http://nspf.doe.nv.gov/Home/Glossary
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) version 

of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous version 

Next, we wish for you to reconsider how 

section 7 of the regulations is written.  This 

section allows for the Nevada Department of 

Education to enter into an MOU directly with a 

school of their choice.  Nowhere in the 

regulation does it mention working with and 

having agreement with the local school district 

in which the school resides.  While schools in 

Clark County are moving to more autonomous 

precincts, the Board of Trustees continue to be 

the legal entity for agreements and contracts, 

and this includes school facilities as well.   

Beyond just legal action, without any 

coordination with the local school district, the 

Nevada Department of Education could 

negatively affect neighboring schools, as 

service and accountability must be balanced on 

the needs of an entire area of schools instead of 

just a single school at a single location.   In 

fact, one of the mantras heard through the 

reorganization process was, “No one school 

shall create harm to another.”  Also, what if the 

District or precinct plan conflicts with parts of 

MOU, which would trump the other?  We 

would recommend adding language that the 

local school district, its trustees, and 

Superintendent must be involved in the 

improvement process of the MOU.  

AMENDED 

Section 13(1) states that the performance compact (previously an MOU) can 

be entered into with a board of trustees.  
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) version 

of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous version 

Regarding Section 8, part 3 – C, the Executive 

Director can take "any other measures" they 

deem appropriate to solicit input from parents 

and pupils before selecting a school for 

conversion or selecting a CMO/EMO.  We 

would urge the state to add "reasonable 

measures" to that provision.  Before 

conversion, those schools are still CCSD 

schools and we don't want the Executive 

Director or the Superintendent on the 

Executive Director’s behalf, unreasonably 

interfering with school operations or disrupting 

the school year.  

AMENDED 

Section 14(3)(c) has been amended to include the term “reasonable” measures. 

CCSD believes additional language needs to be 

included in section 9.  Current NRS requires all 

charter schools to comply with laws regarding 

discrimination and civil rights.  CCSD believes 

this should be made clear to any CMO/EMO 

looking to open an ASD school.  This begins 

with the Executive Director and the selection of 

operators.   In doing so, CCSD would suggest 

the following language to be added to section 

9, “"In selecting a public school for conversion, 

the Executive Director must comply with all 

laws and regulations relating to equity, 

discrimination, and civil rights." 

AMENDED 

ORIGINAL RESPONSE: Given that current NRS requires all schools to 

comply with laws regarding discrimination; this amendment was deemed to be 

a restatement of existing law and therefore not included.  

AMENDED- 

Restated statute to include in Section 15 (4) “…executive director shall 

comply with all federal and state laws concerning equality and civil rights that 

prohibit discrimination when selecting public schools for conversion…” 
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) version 

of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous version 

Moving on, I would like to draw your attention 

to section 10 of the proposed regulations.  This 

section covers the performance goals and 

qualifications of any incoming EMO or CMO 

that will eventually take over an ASD school.   

CCSD would recommend adding to section 10 

part 2, that the CMO or EMO must have 

clearly demonstrated success either here in 

Nevada or in another state in rapidly improving 

academic results in a school where a student 

body has a comparable demographic profile.  

Without well-documented results, the state 

should be hesitant in investing taxpayer dollars 

in an unknown and unqualified entity.   

Especially when there is the opportunity for the 

school to enter into a local or state turnaround 

program where taxpayer dollars can be easily 

accounted for and there is a strong history, at 

least in CCSD, of positive results.   

AMENDED 

ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The Nevada Department of Education believes 

this to be addressed in Section 10 (2)(a) with the language “Demonstrate a 

clear and high quality plan for the achievement charter school”. Additionally, 

the proposed language would limit the opportunity for qualified, local 

educators, community leaders and community organizers to form a committee 

to form an achievement charter school.  

 

AMENDED 

Section 16(2) makes it clear that operators must submit data and demographics 

from other schools they operate (IF APPLICABLE) 
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) version 

of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous version 

Finally, I would like to discuss language in 

section 12, part 3 of the proposed regulation.  

This section speaks to the enrollment 

procedures of a school that has been converted 

into the ASD.  The proposed regulation is 

seeking to allow ASD schools to enroll any 

student who wasn't originally zoned for the 

school by their own selection criteria.  In doing 

so, language is being changed to give an ASD 

school authority to not follow the normal 

charter school lottery system that is currently in 

law.  The concern here is that there will be an 

incentive for ASD schools to remove at-risk 

populations from their school either through 

expulsion, or through the judicial system, in 

order to self-select the students they wish to 

teach.   This is by no means an assertion that 

the NDE or ASD intend to participate in such a 

lowly practice, however, seeing what has 

happened in other recovery districts such as 

New Orleans, their needs to be assurance that 

all incoming ASD CMOs and EMOs behave 

accordingly.  CCSD suggests requiring ASD 

schools to enroll pupils in the same order of 

preferences prescribed for all charter schools.   

CLARIFIED 

ORIGINAL RESPONSE: As outlined in Section 12, an achievement charter 

school must enroll all students enrolled in the school prior to conversion, until 

they age out as well as guarantee a spot for all students of eligible age who 

live within the school’s attendance zone.  

It is the belief of the Nevada Department of Education and the leadership of 

the Nevada Achievement School District that CMOs and individuals who 

enter into a Performance Compact to operate an Achievement School, must 

agree not to exclude eligible students from attendance. This will be addressed 

directly in the Performance Compact and reviewed during the annual review 

as outlined in Section 17(2) of this regulation.  

AMENDED 

Section 22 outlines the enrollment preferences for Achievement Charter 

Schools, where first all students attending the school are guaranteed a seat, 

then students who live in the zone but are not attending can be enrolled and the 

school may include weighted lottery preferences for students who meet 185% 

of federal poverty level and are enrolled in other underperforming schools. 
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Item #2: 
Responses to comments presented by Clark County School District Trustees to Nevada Legislative Commission Sub Committee on November 2, 2016 regarding 

R108-15A. 

The comments will be addressed fully and in order and labeled by number, beginning with one (1). 

Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

Comment 1: The Legislative Commission 

should be aware that CCSD staff testified 

on the proposed regulation on September 

7, 2016 seeking collaboration between the 

ASD and CCSD Board of Trustees. 

ADDRESSED 

A Memo was sent to all representatives, including those from Clark 

County School District, who testified on the proposed regulations, on 

September 15, 2016. The majority of issues that were raised during 

that hearing were directly addressed in the updated Regulations that 

were presented on November 2, except for those that were 

incongruent with the Statute of NRS 388B.200 or would negatively 

impact the law’s intention. That Memo in on the NDE Website.  

Comment 2: R108-15A provisions 

require the school district to continue to 

maintain property which houses an 

Achievement School District school. This 

conflicts with statutory authority 

governing school district property in 

Nevada under NRS 393.010 and 393.030. 

Clark County taxpayers pay for the bond 

program. This regulation diverts bond 

money and other capital improvement 

monies from fixing public schools to 

instead repair and construct facilities for 

private charter school companies. 

AMENDED 

ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The ownership and maintenance of 

facilities is addressed in NRS 388B.230. It is the position of the 

Nevada Department of Education that the Legislative Counsel Bureau 

would not have moved forward the language articulated if it was in 

violation with any other existing Nevada statute. The ownership of the 

building does not change.  

NRS388B.230 (2): An achievement charter school must continue to 

operate in the same building in which the school operated before 

being converted to an achievement charter school. The board of 

trustees of the school district in which the school is located must 

provide such use of the building without compensation.  

The achievement charter school will cover basic operations and 

maintenance while the board of trustees will be responsible for capital 

expenses. These regulations would clarify the threshold for capital 

expenses.  

http://www.doe.nv.gov/uploadedFiles/ndedoenvgov/content/ASD/Documents/Nevada%20Department%20of%20Educatio2.pdf
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

Continued: Comment 2 

 

 

ALREADY IN 

LAW 

NRS388B.230 (3): While the school is operated as an achievement 

charter school, the governing body of the achievement charter school 

shall pay all costs related to the maintenance and operation of the 

building and the board of trustees shall pay all capital expenses.  The 

board of trustees of a school district: (a) Is not required to give 

priority to a capital project at a public school that is selected for 

conversion to an achievement charter school; and  b) Shall not 

reduce the priority of such a capital project that existed before the 

school was selected for conversion. 

 

The building continues to be used to provide a free, public education 

to neighborhood residents. 

 

NRS388B.230 (4): Any pupil who was enrolled at the school before it 

was converted to an achievement charter school must be enrolled in 

the achievement charter school. 

 

AMENDED 

 

Section 24 articulates ownership of the building, responsibility of 

maintenance and guarantees a facility use agreement to address issues 

related to facility repairs and management.   
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

Comment 3: The ASD conversion 

will provide disparate treatment to 

students, their families, and their 

communities by removing these 

schools from the District. Those ASD 

students and families will no longer 

have the same access to trustee 

experiences, political representation, 

and long-standing community 

involvement. 

ALREADY IN 

LAW 

Achievement Charter Schools have a governing body that is convened 

by the achievement charter school operator and will include a 

minimum of two community members who reside in the community 

the school serves.  

 

NRS388B.220(3): At least two members of the governing body of an 

achievement charter school must reside in the community in which the 

achievement charter school is located. A person who is employed by 

the charter management organization, educational management 

organization or other person with whom the Executive Director has 

entered into a contract to operate the achievement charter school may 

not serve as a voting member of the governing body of the 

achievement charter school. 

 

Achievement Charter Schools has established practices to learn 

directly from families and ensure their continued involvement in their 

neighborhood public school.  
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

Comment 4:  There is no research that 

supports the underlying premise of the 

ASD that its conversion of Clark 

County schools to charter schools will 

improve the educational outcomes for 

students in Clark County.  

Implementation of this Achievement 

School District model is currently under 

review in Louisiana, Michigan, and 

other states. Furthermore, the regulation 

does not include CCSD's suggestion that 

the charter management company 

selected should be required to have a 

history of success in turning around 

schools for the populations being served 

by a school converted into the ASD. 

Demonstrated 

Track Record 

of Success is 

AMENDED 

 

The Tennessee 

and Louisiana 

models do 

have a track 

record of 

success and 

both states 

have been two 

of the fastest 

improving 

states in the 

country. 

 

ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The Department is open to adding an 

explicit requirement in the new draft regulation that the operator, if it 

operates schools in other states, to have a demonstrated track record of 

success serving similar student populations.  

 

The State of Nevada seeks to become the fastest improving State in 

the nation as measured by student achievement.  As such, it has begun 

building a plan that takes lessons learned from those States who have 

demonstrated the ability to hit that target, Louisiana and Tennessee. 

Each of these states has a structure that is similar to the NV ASD, 

however, the NV ASD has been designed to uniquely meet the needs 

of Nevada and Nevada’s students. Appendix A of this document 

outlines the improvements in student achievement that occurred in 

those states.  

 

The Recovery School District in Louisiana has been in place for 13 

years and the most active for the past 10 years, since Hurricane 

Katrina.  Given that the reform has made significant, systemic 

changes, the Louisiana State Department of Education is moving to 

return oversight of New Orleans’ schools to a locally elected Board. 

This is a part of the natural evolution of state-led reforms. Under NRS 

388B.290(1)(a), the NV ASD provides the opportunity for schools 

that have been successful in transforming the neighborhood public 

charter school to return to the authority of the local District, if the 

operator and families agree this is the best course of action to maintain 

the positive outcomes.  

 

AMENDED 

 

Section 16(2) makes it clear that operators must submit data and 

demographics from other schools they operate (IF APPLICABLE) 
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

Comment 5: The ASD eliminates 

equity and diversity and educational 

models developed over the years by 

the elected Trustees in their respective 

districts which respect the diversity of 

students, parents, schools and 

communities.  For example, the 

current Rising Stars list includes a high 

school, Desert Pines High School, 

which includes Magnet programs. 

Inclusion of such schools with magnet 

programs could have serious negative 

impacts on students across the CCSD. 

For example, students from all over 

the CCSD attend the Desert Pines 

magnet programs. Students would 

need to be offered other magnet 

programs at another school, in order to 

complete their studies if Desert Pines 

is selected for inclusion in the ASD.  

Due to the uncertainty regarding the 

continuation of the programs, students 

may potentially avoid applying to 

attend the Desert Pines magnet 

programs. These issues will arise for 

any magnet program selected. The 

CCSD requests that these magnet 

programs not be selected until the 

District can better coordinate with the 

Nevada Department of Education to 

resolve the pending issues surrounding 

these possible selections. 

 

AMENDED 

ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The schools in Clark County that are currently 

eligible for conversion to the NV ASD serve an aggregate student 

population where 93.5% of students qualify for free and reduced lunch, 

35.4% of students are classified as English Language Learners and 12.8% 

are designated as Special Education. At the same time, these schools have 

results on aggregate where less than two students can do math or read on 

grade level; in high school 4% of students are college ready according to the 

ACT and less than one student out of ten with an IEP can read on grade 

level. The Nevada Achievement Schools will serve all of the same students 

currently being served.  

The Nevada Achievement School District contributes to the efforts to add 

diversity of high-quality neighborhood public schools through attracting 

new charter school operators to the State and promoting opportunities for 

local educators to innovate with research based practices.   

The Rising Stars list includes all schools who met the statutory threshold of 

schools identified to be eligible for the NV ASD.  From this identification, 

the NV ASD team goes through a lengthy and thoughtful process to identify 

schools that are the best fit for an NV ASD partnership. These regulations 

provide clarity on conducting that review.  

The NV ASD is open to discussing possible resolutions to protecting and 

honoring local magnet schools, as long as it does not compromise the ability 

to provide a needed intervention for students who are zoned to an ASD 

eligible school, should that school be chronically underperforming.  

 

AMENDED –  

 

*NEW* Section 15(2) has been amended to say “the State Board shall 

consider…any efforts by the board of trustees of the school district in which the 

public school is located to improve pupil achievement and school 

performance…” 
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

Comment 6: The proposed regulation 

impacts the Board's statutory duty to 

represent and to protect the interests of 

the students, parents, and communities 

and to be responsive to our constituents 

in Clark County.  

ALREADY IN 

LAW 

Section 15(1) of these regulations explicitly articulates the 

opportunity for consultation and engagement with the board of 

trustees for any district where a school is being considered for 

partnership with the NV ASD.   
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Item #3: 
Nevada Department of Education Responses to Clark County School District Bond Oversight Committees concerns and questions on the Nevada 

Achievement School District, shared at a joint meeting with the Clark County School District Board of Trustees, December 7, 2016.  

Comments will be address by category as identified by the Bond Oversight Committee.  

 

Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

Ownership:  

 Legal ownership of any building chosen to be 

an achievement school must be clearly stated 

so that liabilities such as property damage, 

general liability, and personal liability are 

clearly defined and properly defined based on 

ownership and use of the facility. Although 

the statute seems to imply that the Clark 

County School District will continue to hold 

record title to the buildings and other facilities 

which will be converted to use by the charter 

schools, there is no clarity regarding ownership 

of a building once it has been converted into a 

charter school, which raises certain issues 

including: 

 

AMENDED 

ORIGINAL RESPONSE: Legal ownership of the building is clarified by law NRS 

388B.230(2). The ownership of the building does not change.  

NRS388B.230 (2): An achievement charter school must continue to operate in the 

same building in which the school operated before being converted to an 

achievement charter school. The board of trustees of the school district in which the 

school is located must provide such use of the building without compensation.  

 

Borrowing from similar efforts that have provided the use of School District 

building for public charter school use the details of required liability insurance 

coverage and additionally insured, approvals of building improvements, notification 

to suppliers of new occupant shall be addressed through a Memorandum of 

Understanding (further referred to as “MOU”) entered into between the public 

charter operators and the host School District.  Given that building improvements 

and the approach for them shall be articulated through an MOU the School District 

would have the opportunity to negotiate the terms.  Additionally, any improvements 

made to the facility by a public charter operator that increase the value of the 

facility, will increase the value of the School District physical asset. 
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 
Continued: Ownership  

 Liability for damage to property; liability for 

personal injury; insurance obligations; indemnity 

obligations; applicability of sovereign immunity as 

between CCSD, the charter management 

organization (CMO), Dept. of Education. 

 Whether “improvement” to charter school property 

will be considered a public work that would 

require issuance of payment and performance 

bonds (raising questions of who is the oblige) or 

whether these would be considered improvements 

to property that may subject the school properties 

to mechanic’s liens. 

 Will suppliers be notified that a charter school 

with whom they contract is part of the 

Achievement School District so they are 

aware that they are not part of CCSD and 

therefore not able to utilize CCSD’s excellent 

credit rating and volume discounts. 

 Who pays for converting schools back into original 

condition if the CMO has reconfigured classroom 

space or made other modifications after the six year 

period? 

 Regulation should identify maintenance versus 

capital expenses and express the responsibility of the 

CMO’s duty to maintain the building and its 

equipment at a professional level of care. 

 Define cost responsibility for converting schools 

back into its original condition after the six year 

period 

AMENDED 

The achievement charter school will cover basic operations and maintenance while 

the board of trustees will be responsible for capital expenses. These regulations 

would clarify the threshold for capital expenses.  

 

NRS388B.230 (3): While the school is operated as an achievement charter school, 

the governing body of the achievement charter school shall pay all costs related to 

the maintenance and operation of the building and the board of trustees shall pay 

all capital expenses.  The board of trustees of a school district: (a) Is not required 

to give priority to a capital project at a public school that is selected for conversion 

to an achievement charter school; and  b) Shall not reduce the priority of such a 

capital project that existed before the school was selected for conversion. 

 

Good faith maintenance specifications that meet all local health and safety standards 

shall be noted specifically in the MOU stated above, and are the legal obligation of 

any building occupant.  Capital expenses are defined as improvements to long term 

assets. They are addressed in this regulation in Section 14, which defines the 

improvement of a long term asset with the expense over $15,000 and has a useful 

life of at least one year is considered capital.  

 

AMENDED- 

Section 24 articulates ownership of the building, responsibility of maintenance and 

guarantees a facility use agreement to address issues related to facility repairs and 

management.   
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

Warranties under existing or future 

construction: 

 Are warranties (for such things as roofs, 

HVAC systems and other systems) 

capable of assignment by CCSD to 

assign or transfer these items? 

Transferable? Will there be additional 

cost? 

 What will be the effect on warranties of 

such systems if the warrantor does not agree 

to an assignment? 

 Will the CMO be required to implement 

appropriate maintenance at a definable 

level of care in order to assure continuity 

of warranty? 

 If the CMO fails to maintain the system, 

warranties may be voided – who will bear 

the cost of repair or replacement of the 

affected system? 

 Analysis of the warranty requirements 

and concerns will likely need to be done 

on a contract by contract and/or school by 

school basis, as each circumstance may 

require – who will undertake that 

obligation and at what cost? 

AMENDED 

ORIGINAL RESPONSE: Warranties will stay with the owner of 

the facility. The mechanical systems of the buildings shall be 

maintained to meet all local health and safety standards for the local 

municipality as well as for public school buildings. The MOU can 

include requirements that warranty standards, to the degree to which 

they exist and are stated as a requirement to ensure warranty.  

 

Should an Achievement Charter School wish to make improvements 

or expand facilities they may do so as outlined in NRS388b.260 (4).  

 

NRS388b.260 (4): Acquire by construction, purchase, devise, gift, 

exchange or lease, or any combination of those methods, and construct, 

reconstruct, improve, maintain, equip and furnish any building, 

structure or property to be used for any of its educational purposes and 

the related appurtenances, easements, rights-of-way, improvements, 

paving, utilities, landscaping, parking facilities and lands; 

 (b) Mortgage, pledge or otherwise encumber all or any part of its 

property or assets; 

 (c) Borrow money and otherwise incur indebtedness; and 

 (d) Use public money to purchase real property or buildings with the 

approval of the Achievement School District. 

 

AMENDED 

Section 24 articulates ownership of the building, responsibility of 

maintenance and guarantees a facility use agreement to address 

issues related to facility repairs and management. 

 *NEW* Section 24(1)(c) specifically states that any 

requirements concerning warranties must be addressed in the 

facility use agreement. 
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

Inventory transferred assets/donations: 

 Create a system that inventories the soft 

assets assumed by the CMO and institute 

language in the regulation that assets are to 

be returned in the same manner in which 

they were given.  Will there be a starting 

inventory and record as to the condition of 

assets transferred to a charter school to 

establish a benchmark, including but not 

limited to remaining useful life? 

 “As is” standard of condition upon transfer to 

CMO should be clear. 

 Will there be an inventory and record 

of assets transferred upon conversion 

back to CCSD? 

 What should condition be of assets upon 

reverter to CCSD – similar to a lease 

(similar condition, subject to reasonable 

wear and tear? Something else? What if the 

CMO has made changes to the buildings 

that do not satisfy CCSD instruction 

standards, occupancy, or other standards? 

 Who is responsible for cost of repair/ 

maintenance if assets reverted are not in 

appropriate condition? 

 Time to dispute and other dispute resolution 

mechanisms should be considered. 

 

ALEADY 

IN LAW 

Assets of the building that are paid for through a federal funding 

allocation such as Title 1, must stay with the school for which the 

funds were allocated. 

 

Items that were purchased through a private donation by an 

employee of the school are the property of the individual who sought 

the donation. 

 

The MOU shall articulate how assets that are in the building at the 

time that the school is identified for conversion are handled, 

transported and maintained. 

 

As outlined in NRS 388b.260(1) dispute resolution has been outlined 

as managed through the Superintendent of Public Instruction.  

 

NRS 388b.260(1):  Upon request of the Executive Director, the board 

of trustees of the school district in which an achievement charter school 

is located shall provide facilities to operate the achievement charter 

school, in addition to and not including the building in which the 

achievement charter school operates pursuant to NRS 388B.230, or 

perform any service relating to the operation of the achievement charter 

school, including, without limitation, transportation, the provision of 

health services for pupils who are enrolled in the achievement charter 

school and the provision of school police officers. The governing body 

of the achievement charter school shall reimburse the board of trustees 

for the cost of such facilities and services. If a dispute arises between the 

governing body of an achievement charter school or the Executive 

Director and the board of trustees of a school district concerning the 

cost of such facilities and services to be reimbursed, the Superintendent 

of Public Instruction must determine the cost to be reimbursed. 

 

 

https://www.leg.state.nv.us/nrs/NRS-388B.html#NRS388BSec230
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

Continued: Inventory transferred 

assets/donations: 

  

 

*New* Section 24(1) now requires facility use agreement to 

include provisions for district to inspect property upon return of 

school to district and be reimbursed for property that is missing 

or damaged. 

 

*New* Section 24(4) now requires that upon conversion from an 

achievement charter school to a district school, any fixtures, 

improvements or tangible assets remain with the building. 
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 
Maintenance/supplies: 

 Is there a dispute resolution process in case of 

dispute over whether an item is maintenance 

or capital improvement, causation as to 

damage to property or personal injury, 

condition of the property before and after 

conversion and other possible disputes, other 

than that the superintendent of the 

Achievement School District has final say? 

 Is that determination to be deemed an 

administrative ruling, subject to applicable 

statutes and regulations? If not, is there 

possibility of a constitutional challenge? 

 There is no clear definition of “capital 

Improvement” vs. “maintenance.”  Cost alone 

should not provide that definition as there are 

many maintenance items that may exceed the 

$15,000 threshold that has been discussed . 

 Specifically, to what systems or types of items 

does the $15,000 apply? 

 Remedies if the CMO fails to maintain, which 

results in turning a maintenance issue into a 

capital improvement. 

 Remedies if CCSD fails to complete construction 

or fails to make capital improvement. 

 Notification to suppliers so that CCSD’s excellent 

credit rating and volume discounts are not 

jeopardized. 

AMENDED 

ORIGINAL RESPONSE: Good faith maintenance specifications 

that meet all local health and safety standards shall be noted 

specifically in the MOU stated above, and are the legal obligation of 

any building occupant. Capital expenses are defined as 

improvements to long term assets. They are addressed in this 

regulation in Section 19(2), which defines the improvement of a long 

term asset with the expense over $15,000 and has a useful life of at 

least one year is considered capital.  

 

As outlined in NRS 388b.260(1) dispute resolution has been outlined 

as managed through the Superintendent of Public Instruction. 

 

AMENDED- 

Section 24 articulates ownership of the building, responsibility of 

maintenance and guarantees a facility use agreement to address 

issues related to facility repairs and management.  

*NEW* Section 24(2) defines capital expense as a construction or 

repair that  

“(a) Has a cost of more than $15,000; 

(b) Has a useful life of at least 5 years; 

(c) Is intended to extend the useful life of the building; and 

(d) Meets any applicable standards prescribed by the Building 

Owners and Managers Association International or its successor 

organization.” 
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

Construction: 

 Clarification is necessary as to whether or

not CMO’s are subject to prevailing wage,

public works statutes, surety bonds/payment

and performance bonds on their construction

projects to CCSD buildings.

 Clarify if CMO’s must comply with

statutes such as Title IX, which

building standards apply, and who will

obtain licenses/permits and be

obligated thereon.

 Identify how the CMO affects projects that

are currently in progress to include the

transfer of warranties.

 Surety bonds/payment and performance

bonds in place – will there be any

possibility of exoneration of the bonds by

reason of a transfer?

ALEADY 

IN LAW 

Public charter school operators are required to be in compliance with 

all local, state and federal laws including Title IX and associated 

building standards that are outlined in those laws.  

The only buildings considered in statute and regulation are those that 

currently house school programs that meet the standard of 

chronically underperforming as defined by the Nevada Department 

of Education.  Therefore, new construction for new schools would 

not be impacted by this law. 
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

Impacts of zoning for remaining CCSD 

facilities if students opt-out of charter school: 

 Clarify whether or not CMO’s can reduce 

the building occupancy rate and analyze 

how that will affect surrounding schools 

with respect to parents that opt-out of the 

CMO school. 

 Currently, school populations are 

temporarily placed in surrounding 

schools in order to facilitate 

construction of replacement schools. 

What happens if either the replacement 

school or one of the temporary schools 

has been converted to a charter school? 

 Sports facilities and other use specific 

facilities– use, maintenance, conversion? 

 

ALEADY 

IN LAW 

The building continues to be used to provide a free, public education 

to neighborhood residents and will serve all students currently 

attending the school at the time of conversion, students zoned to the 

school and outlined in these Regulations in Section 22(4)(b) will 

serve students who are at 185% of the federal poverty level and 

assigned to a school identified by the State as underperforming.  

 

NRS388B.230 (4): Any pupil who was enrolled at the school before it 

was converted to an achievement charter school must be enrolled in 

the achievement charter school.  

 

If the Achievement Charter School is identified as a replacement site 

for Clark County School District students during a new construction 

project, the District would have to work directly with the 

Achievement Charter School, in their capacity as an LEA on a 

potential solution. If one is not workable, then the Clark County 

School District shall identify other placement sites. 

 

Public charter school operators shall have full use of all District 

properties as outlined in NRS388B.260(2).  

 

NRS388b.260(2): In addition to the school building used by the 

Achievement School District pursuant to NRS 388B.230, an 

achievement charter school may use any public facility located 

within the school district in which the achievement charter school is 

located. An achievement charter school may use school buildings 

owned by the school district only upon approval of the board of 

trustees of the school district. 

 

https://www.leg.state.nv.us/nrs/NRS-388B.html#NRS388BSec230
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

Continued: Impacts of zoning for remaining 

CCSD facilities if students opt-out of charter 

school: 

 If students from a charter school elect to 

participate in sports programs at nearby 

schools, which schools may be chosen, what 

is the impact of added competition for team 

spots in those schools, does an added 

population put an added burden on existing 

sports facilities or require new facilities, do 

those students need to be provided 

transportation? 

 Can CMO reduce occupancy of an 

achievement school’s facilities and what 

would be the effect? 

ALEADY 

IN LAW 

As stated in NRS388B.280(1) students who attend the public charter 

school are able with both the permission of the parent and the School 

District are granted permission to participate in sports, classes and 

enrichment activities at other schools across the District.   

NRS388B.280(1): Except as otherwise provided in this section, upon 

the request of a parent or legal guardian of a pupil who is enrolled 

in an achievement charter school, the board of trustees of the school 

district in which the pupil resides shall authorize the pupil to 

participate in a class that is not available to the pupil at the 

achievement charter school or participate in an extracurricular 

activity, excluding sports, at a public school within the school 

district if: 

 (a) Space for the pupil in the class or extracurricular activity is 

available; and 

 (b) The parent or legal guardian demonstrates to the satisfaction of 

the board of trustees that the pupil is qualified to participate in the 

class or extracurricular activity. 

 2.  If the board of trustees of a school district authorizes a pupil to 

participate in a class or extracurricular activity, excluding sports, 

pursuant to subsection 1, the board of trustees is not required to 

provide transportation for the pupil to attend the class or activity. 

 

A public charter school operator may not reduce the building 

capacity of an achievement charter school and may not amend the 

enrollment size, unless it is in direct violation of any local safety 

laws. 

Facilities Department: 

Will a Facilities Department will be established 

in the Achievement School District structure to 

coordinate efforts with CCSD Facilities 

personnel regarding the above concerns? 

ALEADY 

IN LAW 

The Nevada Achievement School District leadership may be 

expanded to include a specific representative to oversee facilities 

issues, should the scope of the ASD require it.  
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) 

version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

Reimbursement of Board Funds: 

 Will there be any effect upon repayment of 

bonds, future rating of CCSD bonds, 

ability to gain public approval of future 

bonds as a result of this legislation? 

 Has bond counsel been consulted regarding 

impacts? 

 The Deputy Attorney General’s office attempted to contact the CCSD 

Bond Oversight Committee in January to clarify the questions and 

concerns and has not received a response. 

 

Other Costs: 

 Will students who opt out of the 

charter school be transported out of 

zone at cost to CCSD? 

 The CCSD cost to implement the 

achievement district takes funds away 

from the overall budget to support existing 

student education, can the State lessen this 

impact? 

ALEADY 

IN LAW 

Students who opt out of the neighborhood public charter school will 

be reassigned by the School District to another campus. Any 

transportation cost for those students will be the responsibility of the 

School District.  

 

The students served by achievement schools, are free, neighborhood 

public charter schools. They serve students who are county residents 

and will be served by new a Local Education Agency (“LEA”). The 

costs of educating those students will be the responsibility of the new 

LEA and therefore, the public monies allocated from the local, State 

and federal agencies will follow the student they are intended to 

serve.  
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Item #4: 
Nevada Department of Education Responses to Suggested Amendments made to R108-15 from December 22, 2016 public hearing.  

 

Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 

2017) version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

 

Nicole Rourke of Clark County School District 

(CCSD) proposed narrowing the criteria for 

eligible schools.  

AMENDED 

Amended Section 7 of these regulations include the following categories of 

eligibility: 

- Bottom 5% of Elementary and Middle Schools (statutory 

requirement) 

- 60% or less graduation rate for high schools (statutory requirement)  

- Schools that qualify as a Comprehensive Support Intervention 

school under federal guidelines 

- Schools that receive the lowest rating according to the State system 

of accountability 

- Schools that receive the second lowest rating according to the State 

system of accountability and are flat as compared to previous 

performance or downward trending 

Amended Section 7 to eliminate the following categories of eligibility: 

- Schools that are in the bottom 10% of sub group performance for a 

given year 

- Schools that are in a feeder pattern where a student would be 

assigned to at least two schools with the lowest performance rating 

according to the State accountability system during their K-12 

career 

 

SECTION 9 outlines an option for school communities to develop an 

alternative intervention plan via parent petition, modeled after SB 311(2013) 

(FORD) 
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 

2017) version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

 

Per the Clark County School District Bond 

Oversight Committee’s recommendations to 

the Clark County School District Board of 

Trustees and shared by Nicole Rourke of 

CCSD, there were seven clarifications 

requested to be addressed as it relates to 

facilities:  

1) Clarity of ownership,  2) operator liability 

insurance, 3) notification to suppliers, 4) return 

to original status should the facility return, 5) 

change definition of capital expense from 

valuation, 6) require inventory, 7) annual 

evaluation  

 

AMENDED  

 

Section 24 articulates ownership of the building, responsibility of 

maintenance and guarantees a facility use agreement to address 

issues related to facility repairs and management.  

*NEW* The definition of capital expense in Section 24(2) now 

includes that the construct or repair “Meets any applicable 

standards prescribed by the Building Owners and Managers 

Association International or its successor organization.” 

 

 

 

Superintendent Canavero requested greater 

detail to outline the full suite of interventions 

that can be included in a school’s performance 

compact.  

 

AMENDED 

 

Section 13(2)(c) outlines the core interventions that can be 

implemented to improve pupil achievement in addition to conversion 

to the NV ASD in accordance with these regulations.  

 

 

Public Commentor Michael Hollis, current 

CCSD employee, spoke to the importance of 

parent involvement and as such,  

Superintendent Canavero requested that the 

regulations speak to the requirement of access 

to information and data from host Districts to 

ensure parent involvement is paramount.  

AMENDED 

 

 

Section 7(2) requiring local Districts to provide contact information 

for pupils and families enrolled in schools eligible for conversion to 

an achievement charter school.  

 

John Vellardita of the CCEA requested the 

articulation of a threshold for parent 

involvement in the NV ASD school selection 

process.  

AMENDED  

 

Section 14(1) the Executive Director shall endeavor to reach the 

majority of parents of pupils in eligible schools,  
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 

2017) version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

John Vellardita of the CCEA requested an 

amendment to align R108-15 with the 

provisions articulated in Section 14 of R142-

16.  

 

NOT 

ADDRESSED 

This request was not directly addressed.  

 

 

Representative from the volunteer parent group 

Breakfree CCSD, Annette Dawson Owens and 

Lindsey Dalley, spoke to the importance of 

autonomy and the opportunity for schools not 

identified per Section 6, be considered to 

petition into the NV ASD per Section 7.  

AMENDED 

Section 9 outlines a process for parents and school communities to 

opt into the NV ASD for conversion or petition into a performance 

compact that selects a intervention outlined in Section 13(2). Section 

9(1)(a) provides the option for schools that would not otherwise 

qualify to execute a petition to opt into the NV ASD.  
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Item #5: 
Nevada Department of Education Responses to Clark County SD Proposed Changes to SB 430 Mock-up, April 11 public hearing 

SB 430 was a bill from the 2017 legislative session that would have amended NRS 388B to include some components of the proposed regulations. 

Pertinent requests have been included below. 

 

Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the 

current (July 2017) version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change 

from previous version 

Change language for school selection: 

1. In addition to a public school that is eligible for conversion 

to an achievement charter school pursuant to paragraph (a) or 

(b) of subsection 1 of NRS 388B.200, the Department may 

determine that pupil achievement and school performance at 

a public school is unsatisfactory pursuant to paragraph (c) of 

subsection 1 of NRS 388B.200 and that the public school is 

eligible for conversion to an achievement charter school if: 

(a) The public school has been identified by the Department 

for comprehensive support and improvement pursuant to 20 

U.S.C. § 6311(c)(4)(D)(1); 

(b) The board of trustees of a school district recommends a 

public school that is located within the district for 

consideration for conversion to an achievement charter 

school; 

(c) The Executive Director receives a valid petition pursuant 

to section 8 of this regulation requesting that the public 

school be converted to an achievement charter school; 

(d) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the public 

school has received, for the most recent three year average 

of like accountability systems, an annual rating established as 

the lowest rating possible indicating underperformance of a 

public school; or 

 

NOT OPEN 

TO 

CHANGING 

This is contrary to the Governor’s position on a line in 

the sand. Local interventions can be honored through a 

performance compact if they are making progress.  
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the 

current (July 2017) version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change 

from previous version 

Continued: Change language for school selection: 

(e) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the public

school has received, for the most recent three year average

of like accountability systems, an annual rating established as

the second lowest rating possible indicating

underperformance of a public school and has demonstrated a

downward trend in pupil achievement and school

performance, as determined by the Department pursuant to

the statewide system of accountability for public schools.

2. No school that has been designated by its school board of

trustees with a whole-school intervention shall be

considered for eligibility into the achievement school

district, unless, after the completion of its third year, the

school qualifies under paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection 1

of NRS 388B.200.  Whole school interventions shall include

but are not limited to:

(a) District sponsored Turnaround

(b) District Sponsored Empowerment

(c) District sponsored franchise model

(d) Magnet or Career and Technical Academies

NOT OPEN 

TO 

CHANGING 

This is contrary to the Governor’s position on a line in 

the sand. Local interventions can be honored through a 

performance compact if they are making progress. Not 

open to changing.   

Remove the “automatic recommendation” for schools that 

submit a valid petition. 
AMENDED  

*NEW* Section 12(2) changed to “…the Executive

Director and the State Board shall consider the

petition when determining whether to convert the

public school…”

Remove requirement for District to provide contact 

information for families. 
NOT OPEN 

TO 

REMOVING 

In order to ensure a thoughtful, seamless process 

that honors families having all of the information, it 

is required that the Department have contact 

information for families. This will help to avoid 

much of the confusion we experienced this past 

year. 
Remove schools otherwise not eligible for the NV ASD to 

petition in. 
NOT OPEN 

TO 

REMOVING 

This does not honor parent’s wishes. The purpose 

of parent petition is to provide parents the 

opportunity to drive school improvement.   
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the 

current (July 2017) version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change 

from previous version 

Remove families living in the zone but not attending the 

school as eligible to sign a petition. AMENDED 

*NEW* Section 10(1) amended to allow only 

parents of students enrolled at the school to sign 

the petition. 
Allow for District resources to be used to support a petition. NOT OPEN 

TO 

CHANGING 

This would allow District’s to potentially threaten 

and intimidate families who are seeking an 

alternative option. 
Remove “automatic eligibility” for submitted petitions.   

NOT OPEN 

TO 

REMOVING 

This does not honor parent’s wishes. The purpose 

of the petition is to provide parents the opportunity 

to drive the school improvement strategy for their 

school. 
Change performance compacts to be voluntary. 

AMENDED 

*NEW* Section 13(1) amended to “The 

Department shall offer to negotiate a 

performance compact…” 

Include language for Operators to demonstrate experience 

with low-performing schools. 
AMENDED 

*NEW* Section 16(2) requires the applicants 

that operate schools to provide demographic 

information, student achievement and school 

performance in their application. 
Remove requirement for schools to send performance 

information to the State Board. 
PARTIALLY 

ADDRESSED 
Not open to removing, but included parallel 

requirement for Achievement Charter Schools 

Notify host District of teacher displacement by 2/1. NOT 

FEASIBLE 

BASED ON 

TIMELINE 

Since the pairing of schools will not happen until 

2/1 this does not value the teachers as professionals 

in making the best career choice. The current 

timeline would allow for notification by 4/1. 
Remove capital expense as a District expense. NOT OPEN 

TO 

REMOVING 

Given that the building remains the owner of the 

District, the capital expenses shall remain with the 

owner. Not open to removing.   
Propose using CCSD definition of capital operations. 

AMENDED 

*NEW* The definition of capital expense in Section 

24(2) now includes that the construct or repair 

“Meets any applicable standards prescribed by the 

Building Owners and Managers Association 

International or its successor organization.” 
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Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the 

current (July 2017) version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change 

from previous version 

Remove priority requirements for addressing capital 

expenses. 

NOT OPEN 

TO 

REMOVING 

This provision allows each host District to use their 

existing criteria. 

Change the requirement for assets to remain in the building 

from “shall” to “may”. NOT OPEN 

TO 

CHANGING 

Given that the assets serve the same kids and were 

purchased to serve those students with their tax 

dollars, they should stay. Note that there is also a 

parallel requirement for any Achievement Charter 

School that converts to a district school. 
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Item #6: 
Nevada Department of Education Responses to Washoe County SD Proposed Changes to SB 430 Mock-up, April 11 public hearing 

SB 430 was a bill from the 2017 legislative session that would have amended NRS 388B to include some components of the proposed regulations. 

Pertinent requests have been included below.  

 

Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 

2017) version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

School selection process.   We would prefer 

three as requested by Clark County School 

District, but in the spirit of compromise, would 

request that schools only be eligible after two 

years of being a one or two star school.  With 

this provision, you don’t have to worry about 

the “blip” schools. 

NOT OPEN 

TO 

CHANGING 

This is contrary to the Governor’s position on a line in the sand. 

In addition, section 12(2) requires the state board to consider 

historical performance. 

This appears to make the performance 

compacts mandatory.  As stated in our 

meetings, we CANNOT support that 

concept.  We appreciate the current situation 

which allows for this option, but doesn’t 

require it. 

AMENDED 

*NEW* Section 13(1) amended to “The Department shall 

offer to negotiate a performance compact…” 
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Item #7: 
Nevada Department of Education Responses to Clark County Education Association Proposed Changes to SB 430 Mock-up, April 11 public 

hearing 

SB 430 was a bill from the 2017 legislative session that would have amended NRS 388B to include some components of the proposed regulations. 

Pertinent requests have been included below.  

 

Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 

2017) version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

Parental Engagement: 

 Two annual mandatory parental 

meetings: 

o Start of school year: 

discuss/share expectations and 

get input  

o End of the school year: review 

performance and get input  

 

AMENDED 

*NEW* Requirement included in Section 13(7) for 

performance compact schools and Section 26(2) for 

achievement charter schools  
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Item #8: 
Nevada Department of Education Responses to Nevada State Education Association Proposed Changes to SB 430 Mock-up, April 11 public 

hearing 

SB 430 was a bill from the 2017 legislative session that would have amended NRS 388B to include some components of the proposed regulations. 

Pertinent requests have been included below.  

 

Request Action Notes  
All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 

2017) version of the draft regulations.  

Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous 

version 

We would agree that any opt-in process be first 

recommended by an SOT or school site 

council. NSEA is against a pure parent trigger 

process. 

NOT OPEN 

TO 

CHANGING 

The parent petition is a central component of ensuring parents’ 

role in the driver’s seat of school improvement is codified. The 

opt-in can be recommended by a formal parent body or other 

group.  
If there is a petition process, any petitioners 

should be restricted to parents of pupils of that 

school. 

AMENDED 
*NEW* Section 10(1) amended to allow only parents of 

students enrolled at the school to sign the petition. 

The restriction against district resources being 

used for or against a petition should be clarified 

to not apply to school staff members on their 

own time. 

CLARIFIED 

*NEW* Section 10(6) amended to clarify that the restriction 

against district resources does not apply to school staff 

members on their own time. 
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	Section 6.   Repeated testimony in legislative hearings and the State Board of Education meeting has referenced “chronically” underperforming schools being selected, but the regulations only mention a singular year of data being used.  “Most Recent Year”.  We suggest this is changed to multiple years and multiple measures or perhaps the “three consecutive most recent years”.  And given the difficulty in our testing data, is this even possible?  It doesn’t say the most recent “available” year so what data wi
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	AMENDED 

	ORIGINAL RESPONSE:  
	ORIGINAL RESPONSE:  
	 
	AMENDED - Section 6 has been amended to note “most recently available” statewide accountability system data.  
	 
	AMENDED - Section 15 (2) has been added articulating the responsibility of the State Board to consider historical data in reviewing the proposed list of schools eligible for conversion in a given year.  
	 
	*NEW* AMENDED - Section 15(2) has been amended to say “the State Board shall consider…any efforts by the board of trustees of the school district in which the public school is located to improve pupil achievement and school performance…” 
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	Notes  
	All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) version of the draft regulations.  
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	Section 7.   At no point was this discussed or vetted during AB448.  Either the schools are selected or they aren’t.  There doesn’t seem to be explicitly authority for this section in AB448?  It sounds like schools can negotiate their way out of the ASD by agreeing to another state led plan?  This was not discussed during AB448 or at any other time.  We request this section be deleted. 
	Section 7.   At no point was this discussed or vetted during AB448.  Either the schools are selected or they aren’t.  There doesn’t seem to be explicitly authority for this section in AB448?  It sounds like schools can negotiate their way out of the ASD by agreeing to another state led plan?  This was not discussed during AB448 or at any other time.  We request this section be deleted. 
	Section 7.   At no point was this discussed or vetted during AB448.  Either the schools are selected or they aren’t.  There doesn’t seem to be explicitly authority for this section in AB448?  It sounds like schools can negotiate their way out of the ASD by agreeing to another state led plan?  This was not discussed during AB448 or at any other time.  We request this section be deleted. 

	Left to honor request above 
	Left to honor request above 

	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: This section remains in place as the mechanism by which district efforts, such as the Acceleration Zone, may be honored, if schools are continuing to perform.  
	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: This section remains in place as the mechanism by which district efforts, such as the Acceleration Zone, may be honored, if schools are continuing to perform.  
	 
	AMENDED-  
	Section 5--Term “Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was replaced by term “Performance Compact” 
	 
	Section 9 outlines the opportunity for a board of trustees to enter into a performance compact through parent petition informed by SB311 (2013) (FORD) 
	 
	Section 13- articulates the performance compact mechanisms and scope.  
	 
	*New* Section 13(1) has been amended to “The Department shall offer to negotiate a performance compact…”  
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	Section 9.  We recommend language to address how the ASD will consult with districts as required by Section 20, subsection 3c of AB448.   
	Section 9.  We recommend language to address how the ASD will consult with districts as required by Section 20, subsection 3c of AB448.   
	Section 9.  We recommend language to address how the ASD will consult with districts as required by Section 20, subsection 3c of AB448.   
	Section 9, subsection 3 should include notifying the board of trustees or the district of the schools selected either instead of or in addition to the schools.  Since the schools are currently district school, the district would like the opportunity to be part of notifying the schools about this designation in order to manage the questions and concerns of district staff. 

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	Consultation with the school can be found in Section 15(1). 
	Consultation with the school can be found in Section 15(1). 
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	Section 10, Subsection 4. Request the Executive Director SHALL obtain assistance from independent reviewers. 
	Section 10, Subsection 4. Request the Executive Director SHALL obtain assistance from independent reviewers. 
	Section 10, Subsection 4. Request the Executive Director SHALL obtain assistance from independent reviewers. 

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	Section 16(4)(f) states that the Executive Director will engage third party reviewers where practicable.  
	Section 16(4)(f) states that the Executive Director will engage third party reviewers where practicable.  
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	Section 11, Subsection 3.  Define in the best interest of the students in the state?  We suggest adding language to ensure the expansion would serve children from other low performing schools? 
	Section 11, Subsection 3.  Define in the best interest of the students in the state?  We suggest adding language to ensure the expansion would serve children from other low performing schools? 
	Section 11, Subsection 3.  Define in the best interest of the students in the state?  We suggest adding language to ensure the expansion would serve children from other low performing schools? 

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	Section 17(3)(b)Amended to reference expansion to serve students in schools pursuant to Section 6 of the regulation.  
	Section 17(3)(b)Amended to reference expansion to serve students in schools pursuant to Section 6 of the regulation.  
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	Notes  
	All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) version of the draft regulations.  
	Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous version 

	Span

	Section 14.  To be consistent with our policy to add language that says $15,000 AND has a useful life of at least one year.   
	Section 14.  To be consistent with our policy to add language that says $15,000 AND has a useful life of at least one year.   
	Section 14.  To be consistent with our policy to add language that says $15,000 AND has a useful life of at least one year.   

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	Section 24(2) includes the language ”…and has a useful life of at least one year” has been added. 
	Section 24(2) includes the language ”…and has a useful life of at least one year” has been added. 
	*NEW* The definition of capital expense in Section 24(2) now includes that the construct or repair “Meets any applicable standards prescribed by the Building Owners and Managers Association International or its successor organization.” 
	 

	Span

	Section 16, subsection 2.  We suggest language to allow for annual reviews by the Executive Director to ensure proper transparency of the progress being made. – covered in section 17. 
	Section 16, subsection 2.  We suggest language to allow for annual reviews by the Executive Director to ensure proper transparency of the progress being made. – covered in section 17. 
	Section 16, subsection 2.  We suggest language to allow for annual reviews by the Executive Director to ensure proper transparency of the progress being made. – covered in section 17. 

	ALREADY IN REGULATION 
	ALREADY IN REGULATION 

	This is addressed in current Section 28.  
	This is addressed in current Section 28.  
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	Section 17, subsection 1.  We suggest a definition of performance review and who is engaged in this process.  And then what happens if the contract is terminated?  Should that process be outlined in the regulations? 
	Section 17, subsection 1.  We suggest a definition of performance review and who is engaged in this process.  And then what happens if the contract is terminated?  Should that process be outlined in the regulations? 
	Section 17, subsection 1.  We suggest a definition of performance review and who is engaged in this process.  And then what happens if the contract is terminated?  Should that process be outlined in the regulations? 

	ALREADY IN REGULATION 
	ALREADY IN REGULATION 

	This is addressed in current Section 12(4).  
	This is addressed in current Section 12(4).  
	 
	*NEW* Also addressed in Section 30 
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	The Washoe County School District also respectfully requests language be added to this regulation to address the explicit requirement that ASD schools must address the needs of ALL students currently at the school including special education, English language learners, students in poverty, gifted students, high disciplinary need students and all students regardless of their necessary level of support. 
	The Washoe County School District also respectfully requests language be added to this regulation to address the explicit requirement that ASD schools must address the needs of ALL students currently at the school including special education, English language learners, students in poverty, gifted students, high disciplinary need students and all students regardless of their necessary level of support. 
	The Washoe County School District also respectfully requests language be added to this regulation to address the explicit requirement that ASD schools must address the needs of ALL students currently at the school including special education, English language learners, students in poverty, gifted students, high disciplinary need students and all students regardless of their necessary level of support. 

	ADDRESSED 
	ADDRESSED 

	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: It is the belief of the Nevada Department of Education that this is addressed in Section 22(4) in AB448 and is reiterated in Section 12(2) of this regulation. It is the intention of both the Nevada Department of Education and the Nevada Achievement School District that all students, means all students, regardless of need.  
	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: It is the belief of the Nevada Department of Education that this is addressed in Section 22(4) in AB448 and is reiterated in Section 12(2) of this regulation. It is the intention of both the Nevada Department of Education and the Nevada Achievement School District that all students, means all students, regardless of need.  
	AMENDED- 
	Section 22(5) with a reference to the statutory requirement NRS.388B.060. 
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	All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) version of the draft regulations.  
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	The prohibition of any exclusion or removal process for a CMO that may exclude students from attendance of the ASD school. 
	The prohibition of any exclusion or removal process for a CMO that may exclude students from attendance of the ASD school. 
	The prohibition of any exclusion or removal process for a CMO that may exclude students from attendance of the ASD school. 
	 

	ADDRESSED 
	ADDRESSED 

	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: It is the belief of the Nevada Department of Education and the leadership of the Nevada Achievement School District that CMOs and individuals who enter into a Performance Compact to operate an Achievement School, must agree not to exclude eligible students from attendance. This will be addressed directly in the Performance Compact and reviewed during the annual review as outlined in Section 17(2) of this regulation.  
	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: It is the belief of the Nevada Department of Education and the leadership of the Nevada Achievement School District that CMOs and individuals who enter into a Performance Compact to operate an Achievement School, must agree not to exclude eligible students from attendance. This will be addressed directly in the Performance Compact and reviewed during the annual review as outlined in Section 17(2) of this regulation.  
	AMENDED- 
	Section 22(5) with a reference to the statutory requirement NRS.388B.060. 
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	The process by which a CMO and the district enter into any requested and or necessary fee-for-services for items like nutrition services, transportation, special education, and any other services. 
	The process by which a CMO and the district enter into any requested and or necessary fee-for-services for items like nutrition services, transportation, special education, and any other services. 
	The process by which a CMO and the district enter into any requested and or necessary fee-for-services for items like nutrition services, transportation, special education, and any other services. 
	 

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	Addressed in Section 24(5) -- has been added to address that either the Executive Director or the charter management organization or individual that operates an achievement charter school may identify services and fees for the services that may be provided by the school district in which the achievement charter school is located.  
	Addressed in Section 24(5) -- has been added to address that either the Executive Director or the charter management organization or individual that operates an achievement charter school may identify services and fees for the services that may be provided by the school district in which the achievement charter school is located.  
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	Comments by Dr. Jeffrey Geihs, Assistant Chief Student Achievement Officer: CCSD Turnaround Zone 
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	TR
	TH
	Span
	Request 
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	Span
	Action 

	TH
	Span
	Notes  
	All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) version of the draft regulations.  
	Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous version 

	Span

	We recommend that the Department add language [in Section 6 of this regulation] to consider current District efforts and processes when determining eligibility for conversion to an achievement chatter school. Suggested language would be: When it is determined that a school is eligible for conversion to an achievement charter school, the Department will allow Districts the first opportunity to make improvements through their District-led turnaround process and efforts.  If there is not a District turnaround 
	We recommend that the Department add language [in Section 6 of this regulation] to consider current District efforts and processes when determining eligibility for conversion to an achievement chatter school. Suggested language would be: When it is determined that a school is eligible for conversion to an achievement charter school, the Department will allow Districts the first opportunity to make improvements through their District-led turnaround process and efforts.  If there is not a District turnaround 
	We recommend that the Department add language [in Section 6 of this regulation] to consider current District efforts and processes when determining eligibility for conversion to an achievement chatter school. Suggested language would be: When it is determined that a school is eligible for conversion to an achievement charter school, the Department will allow Districts the first opportunity to make improvements through their District-led turnaround process and efforts.  If there is not a District turnaround 

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The Nevada Department of Education believes the state and districts should have as many tools as possible to help transform underperforming schools.  It would therefore be unwise to limit the authority of the Nevada Achievement School District in this manner.  Additionally, we believe setting an arbitrary timeline to allow for district led turnaround efforts is not in the best interests of students who otherwise could have been served by an Achievement Charter School but were unable to ac
	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The Nevada Department of Education believes the state and districts should have as many tools as possible to help transform underperforming schools.  It would therefore be unwise to limit the authority of the Nevada Achievement School District in this manner.  Additionally, we believe setting an arbitrary timeline to allow for district led turnaround efforts is not in the best interests of students who otherwise could have been served by an Achievement Charter School but were unable to ac
	AMENDED –  
	*NEW* Section 15(2) has been amended to say “the State Board shall consider…any efforts by the board of trustees of the school district in which the public school is located to improve pupil achievement and school performance…” 
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	Craig Stevens, Director of Intergovernmental Relations, Clark County School District 
	Table
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	Request 

	TH
	Span
	Action 

	TH
	Span
	Notes  
	All section numbers in this column have been updated to align to the current (July 2017) version of the draft regulations.  
	Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous version 

	Span

	Section 6(1)(b) -- what is a "downward trend?"   
	Section 6(1)(b) -- what is a "downward trend?"   
	Section 6(1)(b) -- what is a "downward trend?"   

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	Section 15(2) articulates the responsibility of the State Board to consider historical data in reviewing the proposed list of schools eligible for conversion in a given year.  
	Section 15(2) articulates the responsibility of the State Board to consider historical data in reviewing the proposed list of schools eligible for conversion in a given year.  

	Span

	Section 6(1)(c) -- what is an "identified subgroup?" 
	Section 6(1)(c) -- what is an "identified subgroup?" 
	Section 6(1)(c) -- what is an "identified subgroup?" 

	ALREADY DEFINED 
	ALREADY DEFINED 

	Subgroups here refer to all subgroups measured via the Nevada School Performance Framework.  The glossary can be found on the 
	Subgroups here refer to all subgroups measured via the Nevada School Performance Framework.  The glossary can be found on the 
	Subgroups here refer to all subgroups measured via the Nevada School Performance Framework.  The glossary can be found on the 
	NSPF website
	NSPF website

	.  
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	Regarding section 6, part d.  When AB448 was passed during the last legislative session the bill stated 5% of lowest performing elementary and middle schools shall qualify and high schools with a graduation rate of 60% or less.  By expanding the list beyond these parameters to all 2-star schools and for any school that has a matriculation pattern that feeds into more than 1, 1-star school, CCSD believes the proposed regulation goes well beyond the legislative intent of AB448.   We understand the bill allows
	Regarding section 6, part d.  When AB448 was passed during the last legislative session the bill stated 5% of lowest performing elementary and middle schools shall qualify and high schools with a graduation rate of 60% or less.  By expanding the list beyond these parameters to all 2-star schools and for any school that has a matriculation pattern that feeds into more than 1, 1-star school, CCSD believes the proposed regulation goes well beyond the legislative intent of AB448.   We understand the bill allows
	Regarding section 6, part d.  When AB448 was passed during the last legislative session the bill stated 5% of lowest performing elementary and middle schools shall qualify and high schools with a graduation rate of 60% or less.  By expanding the list beyond these parameters to all 2-star schools and for any school that has a matriculation pattern that feeds into more than 1, 1-star school, CCSD believes the proposed regulation goes well beyond the legislative intent of AB448.   We understand the bill allows

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The Nevada Department of Education has utilized its authority under AB448 to determine additional qualifications that shall deem a school eligible for conversion under the Nevada Achievement School District via Section 6 of this regulation.  
	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The Nevada Department of Education has utilized its authority under AB448 to determine additional qualifications that shall deem a school eligible for conversion under the Nevada Achievement School District via Section 6 of this regulation.  
	 
	AMENDED- 
	Amended Section 7 of these regulations include the following categories of eligibility: 
	- Bottom 5% of Elementary and Middle Schools (statutory requirement) 
	- Bottom 5% of Elementary and Middle Schools (statutory requirement) 
	- Bottom 5% of Elementary and Middle Schools (statutory requirement) 

	- 60% or less graduation rate for high schools (statutory requirement)  
	- 60% or less graduation rate for high schools (statutory requirement)  

	- Schools that qualify as a Comprehensive Support Intervention school under federal guidelines 
	- Schools that qualify as a Comprehensive Support Intervention school under federal guidelines 

	- Schools that receive the lowest rating according to the State system of accountability 
	- Schools that receive the lowest rating according to the State system of accountability 

	- Schools that receive the second lowest rating according to the State system of accountability and are flat as compared to previous performance or downward trending 
	- Schools that receive the second lowest rating according to the State system of accountability and are flat as compared to previous performance or downward trending 


	Amended Section 7 to eliminate the following categories of eligibility: 
	- Schools that are in the bottom 10% of sub group performance for a given year 
	- Schools that are in the bottom 10% of sub group performance for a given year 
	- Schools that are in the bottom 10% of sub group performance for a given year 

	- Schools that are in a feeder pattern where a student would be assigned to at least two schools with the lowest performance rating according to the State accountability system during their K-12 career 
	- Schools that are in a feeder pattern where a student would be assigned to at least two schools with the lowest performance rating according to the State accountability system during their K-12 career 


	 
	SECTION 9 outlines an option for school communities to develop an alternative intervention plan via parent petition, modeled after SB 311(2013) (FORD) 
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	Red and *NEW* has been added if there was significant change from previous version 
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	Next, we wish for you to reconsider how section 7 of the regulations is written.  This section allows for the Nevada Department of Education to enter into an MOU directly with a school of their choice.  Nowhere in the regulation does it mention working with and having agreement with the local school district in which the school resides.  While schools in Clark County are moving to more autonomous precincts, the Board of Trustees continue to be the legal entity for agreements and contracts, and this includes
	Next, we wish for you to reconsider how section 7 of the regulations is written.  This section allows for the Nevada Department of Education to enter into an MOU directly with a school of their choice.  Nowhere in the regulation does it mention working with and having agreement with the local school district in which the school resides.  While schools in Clark County are moving to more autonomous precincts, the Board of Trustees continue to be the legal entity for agreements and contracts, and this includes
	Next, we wish for you to reconsider how section 7 of the regulations is written.  This section allows for the Nevada Department of Education to enter into an MOU directly with a school of their choice.  Nowhere in the regulation does it mention working with and having agreement with the local school district in which the school resides.  While schools in Clark County are moving to more autonomous precincts, the Board of Trustees continue to be the legal entity for agreements and contracts, and this includes

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	Section 13(1) states that the performance compact (previously an MOU) can be entered into with a board of trustees.  
	Section 13(1) states that the performance compact (previously an MOU) can be entered into with a board of trustees.  
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	Regarding Section 8, part 3 – C, the Executive Director can take "any other measures" they deem appropriate to solicit input from parents and pupils before selecting a school for conversion or selecting a CMO/EMO.  We would urge the state to add "reasonable measures" to that provision.  Before conversion, those schools are still CCSD schools and we don't want the Executive Director or the Superintendent on the Executive Director’s behalf, unreasonably interfering with school operations or disrupting the sch
	Regarding Section 8, part 3 – C, the Executive Director can take "any other measures" they deem appropriate to solicit input from parents and pupils before selecting a school for conversion or selecting a CMO/EMO.  We would urge the state to add "reasonable measures" to that provision.  Before conversion, those schools are still CCSD schools and we don't want the Executive Director or the Superintendent on the Executive Director’s behalf, unreasonably interfering with school operations or disrupting the sch
	Regarding Section 8, part 3 – C, the Executive Director can take "any other measures" they deem appropriate to solicit input from parents and pupils before selecting a school for conversion or selecting a CMO/EMO.  We would urge the state to add "reasonable measures" to that provision.  Before conversion, those schools are still CCSD schools and we don't want the Executive Director or the Superintendent on the Executive Director’s behalf, unreasonably interfering with school operations or disrupting the sch

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	Section 14(3)(c) has been amended to include the term “reasonable” measures.  
	Section 14(3)(c) has been amended to include the term “reasonable” measures.  
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	CCSD believes additional language needs to be included in section 9.  Current NRS requires all charter schools to comply with laws regarding discrimination and civil rights.  CCSD believes this should be made clear to any CMO/EMO looking to open an ASD school.  This begins with the Executive Director and the selection of operators.   In doing so, CCSD would suggest the following language to be added to section 9, “"In selecting a public school for conversion, the Executive Director must comply with all laws
	CCSD believes additional language needs to be included in section 9.  Current NRS requires all charter schools to comply with laws regarding discrimination and civil rights.  CCSD believes this should be made clear to any CMO/EMO looking to open an ASD school.  This begins with the Executive Director and the selection of operators.   In doing so, CCSD would suggest the following language to be added to section 9, “"In selecting a public school for conversion, the Executive Director must comply with all laws
	CCSD believes additional language needs to be included in section 9.  Current NRS requires all charter schools to comply with laws regarding discrimination and civil rights.  CCSD believes this should be made clear to any CMO/EMO looking to open an ASD school.  This begins with the Executive Director and the selection of operators.   In doing so, CCSD would suggest the following language to be added to section 9, “"In selecting a public school for conversion, the Executive Director must comply with all laws

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: Given that current NRS requires all schools to comply with laws regarding discrimination; this amendment was deemed to be a restatement of existing law and therefore not included.  
	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: Given that current NRS requires all schools to comply with laws regarding discrimination; this amendment was deemed to be a restatement of existing law and therefore not included.  
	 
	AMENDED- 
	Restated statute to include in Section 15 (4) “…executive director shall comply with all federal and state laws concerning equality and civil rights that prohibit discrimination when selecting public schools for conversion…” 
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	Moving on, I would like to draw your attention to section 10 of the proposed regulations.  This section covers the performance goals and qualifications of any incoming EMO or CMO that will eventually take over an ASD school.   CCSD would recommend adding to section 10 part 2, that the CMO or EMO must have clearly demonstrated success either here in Nevada or in another state in rapidly improving academic results in a school where a student body has a comparable demographic profile.  Without well-documented 
	Moving on, I would like to draw your attention to section 10 of the proposed regulations.  This section covers the performance goals and qualifications of any incoming EMO or CMO that will eventually take over an ASD school.   CCSD would recommend adding to section 10 part 2, that the CMO or EMO must have clearly demonstrated success either here in Nevada or in another state in rapidly improving academic results in a school where a student body has a comparable demographic profile.  Without well-documented 
	Moving on, I would like to draw your attention to section 10 of the proposed regulations.  This section covers the performance goals and qualifications of any incoming EMO or CMO that will eventually take over an ASD school.   CCSD would recommend adding to section 10 part 2, that the CMO or EMO must have clearly demonstrated success either here in Nevada or in another state in rapidly improving academic results in a school where a student body has a comparable demographic profile.  Without well-documented 

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The Nevada Department of Education believes this to be addressed in Section 10 (2)(a) with the language “Demonstrate a clear and high quality plan for the achievement charter school”. Additionally, the proposed language would limit the opportunity for qualified, local educators, community leaders and community organizers to form a committee to form an achievement charter school.  
	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The Nevada Department of Education believes this to be addressed in Section 10 (2)(a) with the language “Demonstrate a clear and high quality plan for the achievement charter school”. Additionally, the proposed language would limit the opportunity for qualified, local educators, community leaders and community organizers to form a committee to form an achievement charter school.  
	 
	AMENDED 
	Section 16(2) makes it clear that operators must submit data and demographics from other schools they operate (IF APPLICABLE) 
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	Finally, I would like to discuss language in section 12, part 3 of the proposed regulation.  This section speaks to the enrollment procedures of a school that has been converted into the ASD.  The proposed regulation is seeking to allow ASD schools to enroll any student who wasn't originally zoned for the school by their own selection criteria.  In doing so, language is being changed to give an ASD school authority to not follow the normal charter school lottery system that is currently in law.  The concern
	Finally, I would like to discuss language in section 12, part 3 of the proposed regulation.  This section speaks to the enrollment procedures of a school that has been converted into the ASD.  The proposed regulation is seeking to allow ASD schools to enroll any student who wasn't originally zoned for the school by their own selection criteria.  In doing so, language is being changed to give an ASD school authority to not follow the normal charter school lottery system that is currently in law.  The concern
	Finally, I would like to discuss language in section 12, part 3 of the proposed regulation.  This section speaks to the enrollment procedures of a school that has been converted into the ASD.  The proposed regulation is seeking to allow ASD schools to enroll any student who wasn't originally zoned for the school by their own selection criteria.  In doing so, language is being changed to give an ASD school authority to not follow the normal charter school lottery system that is currently in law.  The concern

	CLARIFIED 
	CLARIFIED 

	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: As outlined in Section 12, an achievement charter school must enroll all students enrolled in the school prior to conversion, until they age out as well as guarantee a spot for all students of eligible age who live within the school’s attendance zone.  
	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: As outlined in Section 12, an achievement charter school must enroll all students enrolled in the school prior to conversion, until they age out as well as guarantee a spot for all students of eligible age who live within the school’s attendance zone.  
	 
	It is the belief of the Nevada Department of Education and the leadership of the Nevada Achievement School District that CMOs and individuals who enter into a Performance Compact to operate an Achievement School, must agree not to exclude eligible students from attendance. This will be addressed directly in the Performance Compact and reviewed during the annual review as outlined in Section 17(2) of this regulation.  
	 
	AMENDED 
	Section 22 outlines the enrollment preferences for Achievement Charter Schools, where first all students attending the school are guaranteed a seat, then students who live in the zone but are not attending can be enrolled and the school may include weighted lottery preferences for students who meet 185% of federal poverty level and are enrolled in other underperforming schools. 
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	Item #2: 
	Responses to comments presented by Clark County School District Trustees to Nevada Legislative Commission Sub Committee on November 2, 2016 regarding R108-15A. 
	The comments will be addressed fully and in order and labeled by number, beginning with one (1). 
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	Comment 1: The Legislative Commission should be aware that CCSD staff testified on the proposed regulation on September 7, 2016 seeking collaboration between the ASD and CCSD Board of Trustees. 
	Comment 1: The Legislative Commission should be aware that CCSD staff testified on the proposed regulation on September 7, 2016 seeking collaboration between the ASD and CCSD Board of Trustees. 
	Comment 1: The Legislative Commission should be aware that CCSD staff testified on the proposed regulation on September 7, 2016 seeking collaboration between the ASD and CCSD Board of Trustees. 

	ADDRESSED 
	ADDRESSED 

	A Memo was sent to all representatives, including those from Clark County School District, who testified on the proposed regulations, on September 15, 2016. The majority of issues that were raised during that hearing were directly addressed in the updated Regulations that were presented on November 2, except for those that were incongruent with the Statute of NRS 388B.200 or would negatively impact the law’s intention. That Memo can be found 
	A Memo was sent to all representatives, including those from Clark County School District, who testified on the proposed regulations, on September 15, 2016. The majority of issues that were raised during that hearing were directly addressed in the updated Regulations that were presented on November 2, except for those that were incongruent with the Statute of NRS 388B.200 or would negatively impact the law’s intention. That Memo can be found 
	A Memo was sent to all representatives, including those from Clark County School District, who testified on the proposed regulations, on September 15, 2016. The majority of issues that were raised during that hearing were directly addressed in the updated Regulations that were presented on November 2, except for those that were incongruent with the Statute of NRS 388B.200 or would negatively impact the law’s intention. That Memo can be found 
	here
	here

	.  
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	Comment 2: R108-15A provisions require the school district to continue to maintain property which houses an Achievement School District school. This conflicts with statutory authority governing school district property in Nevada under NRS 393.010 and 393.030. Clark County taxpayers pay for the bond program. This regulation diverts bond money and other capital improvement monies from fixing public schools to instead repair and construct facilities for private charter school companies. 
	Comment 2: R108-15A provisions require the school district to continue to maintain property which houses an Achievement School District school. This conflicts with statutory authority governing school district property in Nevada under NRS 393.010 and 393.030. Clark County taxpayers pay for the bond program. This regulation diverts bond money and other capital improvement monies from fixing public schools to instead repair and construct facilities for private charter school companies. 
	Comment 2: R108-15A provisions require the school district to continue to maintain property which houses an Achievement School District school. This conflicts with statutory authority governing school district property in Nevada under NRS 393.010 and 393.030. Clark County taxpayers pay for the bond program. This regulation diverts bond money and other capital improvement monies from fixing public schools to instead repair and construct facilities for private charter school companies. 

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The ownership and maintenance of facilities is addressed in NRS 388B.230. It is the position of the Nevada Department of Education that the Legislative Counsel Bureau would not have moved forward the language articulated if it was in violation with any other existing Nevada statute. The ownership of the building does not change.  
	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The ownership and maintenance of facilities is addressed in NRS 388B.230. It is the position of the Nevada Department of Education that the Legislative Counsel Bureau would not have moved forward the language articulated if it was in violation with any other existing Nevada statute. The ownership of the building does not change.  
	 
	NRS388B.230 (2): An achievement charter school must continue to operate in the same building in which the school operated before being converted to an achievement charter school. The board of trustees of the school district in which the school is located must provide such use of the building without compensation.  
	 
	The achievement charter school will cover basic operations and maintenance while the board of trustees will be responsible for capital expenses. These regulations would clarify the threshold for capital expenses.  
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	Continued: Comment 2 
	Continued: Comment 2 
	Continued: Comment 2 
	 
	 

	ALREADY IN LAW 
	ALREADY IN LAW 

	NRS388B.230 (3): While the school is operated as an achievement charter school, the governing body of the achievement charter school shall pay all costs related to the maintenance and operation of the building and the board of trustees shall pay all capital expenses.  The board of trustees of a school district: (a) Is not required to give priority to a capital project at a public school that is selected for conversion to an achievement charter school; and  b) Shall not reduce the priority of such a capital 
	NRS388B.230 (3): While the school is operated as an achievement charter school, the governing body of the achievement charter school shall pay all costs related to the maintenance and operation of the building and the board of trustees shall pay all capital expenses.  The board of trustees of a school district: (a) Is not required to give priority to a capital project at a public school that is selected for conversion to an achievement charter school; and  b) Shall not reduce the priority of such a capital 
	 
	The building continues to be used to provide a free, public education to neighborhood residents. 
	 
	NRS388B.230 (4): Any pupil who was enrolled at the school before it was converted to an achievement charter school must be enrolled in the achievement charter school. 
	 
	AMENDED 
	 
	Section 24 articulates ownership of the building, responsibility of maintenance and guarantees a facility use agreement to address issues related to facility repairs and management.   
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	Comment 3: The ASD conversion will provide disparate treatment to students, their families, and their communities by removing these schools from the District. Those ASD students and families will no longer have the same access to trustee experiences, political representation, and long-standing community involvement. 
	Comment 3: The ASD conversion will provide disparate treatment to students, their families, and their communities by removing these schools from the District. Those ASD students and families will no longer have the same access to trustee experiences, political representation, and long-standing community involvement. 
	Comment 3: The ASD conversion will provide disparate treatment to students, their families, and their communities by removing these schools from the District. Those ASD students and families will no longer have the same access to trustee experiences, political representation, and long-standing community involvement. 

	ALREADY IN LAW 
	ALREADY IN LAW 

	Achievement Charter Schools have a governing body that is convened by the achievement charter school operator and will include a minimum of two community members who reside in the community the school serves.  
	Achievement Charter Schools have a governing body that is convened by the achievement charter school operator and will include a minimum of two community members who reside in the community the school serves.  
	 
	NRS388B.220(3): At least two members of the governing body of an achievement charter school must reside in the community in which the achievement charter school is located. A person who is employed by the charter management organization, educational management organization or other person with whom the Executive Director has entered into a contract to operate the achievement charter school may not serve as a voting member of the governing body of the achievement charter school. 
	 
	Achievement Charter Schools has established practices to learn directly from families and ensure their continued involvement in their neighborhood public school.  
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	Comment 4:  There is no research that supports the underlying premise of the ASD that its conversion of Clark County schools to charter schools will improve the educational outcomes for students in Clark County.  Implementation of this Achievement School District model is currently under review in Louisiana, Michigan, and other states. Furthermore, the regulation does not include CCSD's suggestion that the charter management company selected should be required to have a history of success in turning around 
	Comment 4:  There is no research that supports the underlying premise of the ASD that its conversion of Clark County schools to charter schools will improve the educational outcomes for students in Clark County.  Implementation of this Achievement School District model is currently under review in Louisiana, Michigan, and other states. Furthermore, the regulation does not include CCSD's suggestion that the charter management company selected should be required to have a history of success in turning around 
	Comment 4:  There is no research that supports the underlying premise of the ASD that its conversion of Clark County schools to charter schools will improve the educational outcomes for students in Clark County.  Implementation of this Achievement School District model is currently under review in Louisiana, Michigan, and other states. Furthermore, the regulation does not include CCSD's suggestion that the charter management company selected should be required to have a history of success in turning around 

	Demonstrated Track Record of Success is AMENDED 
	Demonstrated Track Record of Success is AMENDED 
	 
	The Tennessee and Louisiana models do have a track record of success and both states have been two of the fastest improving states in the country. 
	 

	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The Department is open to adding an explicit requirement in the new draft regulation that the operator, if it operates schools in other states, to have a demonstrated track record of success serving similar student populations.  
	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The Department is open to adding an explicit requirement in the new draft regulation that the operator, if it operates schools in other states, to have a demonstrated track record of success serving similar student populations.  
	 
	The State of Nevada seeks to become the fastest improving State in the nation as measured by student achievement.  As such, it has begun building a plan that takes lessons learned from those States who have demonstrated the ability to hit that target, Louisiana and Tennessee. Each of these states has a structure that is similar to the NV ASD, however, the NV ASD has been designed to uniquely meet the needs of Nevada and Nevada’s students. Appendix A of this document outlines the improvements in student achi
	 
	The Recovery School District in Louisiana has been in place for 13 years and the most active for the past 10 years, since Hurricane Katrina.  Given that the reform has made significant, systemic changes, the Louisiana State Department of Education is moving to return oversight of New Orleans’ schools to a locally elected Board. This is a part of the natural evolution of state-led reforms. Under NRS 388B.290(1)(a), the NV ASD provides the opportunity for schools that have been successful in transforming the 
	 
	AMENDED 
	 
	Section 16(2) makes it clear that operators must submit data and demographics from other schools they operate (IF APPLICABLE) 
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	Comment 5: The ASD eliminates equity and diversity and educational models developed over the years by the elected Trustees in their respective districts which respect the diversity of students, parents, schools and communities.  For example, the current Rising Stars list includes a high school, Desert Pines High School, which includes Magnet programs. Inclusion of such schools with magnet programs could have serious negative impacts on students across the CCSD. For example, students from all over the CCSD a
	Comment 5: The ASD eliminates equity and diversity and educational models developed over the years by the elected Trustees in their respective districts which respect the diversity of students, parents, schools and communities.  For example, the current Rising Stars list includes a high school, Desert Pines High School, which includes Magnet programs. Inclusion of such schools with magnet programs could have serious negative impacts on students across the CCSD. For example, students from all over the CCSD a
	Comment 5: The ASD eliminates equity and diversity and educational models developed over the years by the elected Trustees in their respective districts which respect the diversity of students, parents, schools and communities.  For example, the current Rising Stars list includes a high school, Desert Pines High School, which includes Magnet programs. Inclusion of such schools with magnet programs could have serious negative impacts on students across the CCSD. For example, students from all over the CCSD a

	 
	 
	AMENDED 

	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The schools in Clark County that are currently eligible for conversion to the NV ASD serve an aggregate student population where 93.5% of students qualify for free and reduced lunch, 35.4% of students are classified as English Language Learners and 12.8% are designated as Special Education. At the same time, these schools have results on aggregate where less than two students can do math or read on grade level; in high school 4% of students are college ready according to the ACT and less 
	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: The schools in Clark County that are currently eligible for conversion to the NV ASD serve an aggregate student population where 93.5% of students qualify for free and reduced lunch, 35.4% of students are classified as English Language Learners and 12.8% are designated as Special Education. At the same time, these schools have results on aggregate where less than two students can do math or read on grade level; in high school 4% of students are college ready according to the ACT and less 
	The Nevada Achievement School District contributes to the efforts to add diversity of high-quality neighborhood public schools through attracting new charter school operators to the State and promoting opportunities for local educators to innovate with research based practices.   
	The Rising Stars list includes all schools who met the statutory threshold of schools identified to be eligible for the NV ASD.  From this identification, the NV ASD team goes through a lengthy and thoughtful process to identify schools that are the best fit for an NV ASD partnership. These regulations provide clarity on conducting that review.  
	The NV ASD is open to discussing possible resolutions to protecting and honoring local magnet schools, as long as it does not compromise the ability to provide a needed intervention for students who are zoned to an ASD eligible school, should that school be chronically underperforming.  
	 
	AMENDED –  
	 
	*NEW* Section 15(2) has been amended to say “the State Board shall consider…any efforts by the board of trustees of the school district in which the public school is located to improve pupil achievement and school performance…” 
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	Comment 6: The proposed regulation impacts the Board's statutory duty to represent and to protect the interests of the students, parents, and communities and to be responsive to our constituents in Clark County.  
	Comment 6: The proposed regulation impacts the Board's statutory duty to represent and to protect the interests of the students, parents, and communities and to be responsive to our constituents in Clark County.  
	Comment 6: The proposed regulation impacts the Board's statutory duty to represent and to protect the interests of the students, parents, and communities and to be responsive to our constituents in Clark County.  

	ALREADY IN LAW 
	ALREADY IN LAW 

	Section 15(1) of these regulations explicitly articulates the opportunity for consultation and engagement with the board of trustees for any district where a school is being considered for partnership with the NV ASD.   
	Section 15(1) of these regulations explicitly articulates the opportunity for consultation and engagement with the board of trustees for any district where a school is being considered for partnership with the NV ASD.   
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	Item #3: 
	Nevada Department of Education Responses to Clark County School District Bond Oversight Committees concerns and questions on the Nevada Achievement School District, shared at a joint meeting with the Clark County School District Board of Trustees, December 7, 2016.  
	Comments will be address by category as identified by the Bond Oversight Committee.  
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	Ownership:  
	Ownership:  
	Ownership:  
	 Legal ownership of any building chosen to be an achievement school must be clearly stated so that liabilities such as property damage, general liability, and personal liability are clearly defined and properly defined based on ownership and use of the facility. Although the statute seems to imply that the Clark County School District will continue to hold record title to the buildings and other facilities which will be converted to use by the charter schools, there is no clarity regarding ownership of a b
	 Legal ownership of any building chosen to be an achievement school must be clearly stated so that liabilities such as property damage, general liability, and personal liability are clearly defined and properly defined based on ownership and use of the facility. Although the statute seems to imply that the Clark County School District will continue to hold record title to the buildings and other facilities which will be converted to use by the charter schools, there is no clarity regarding ownership of a b
	 Legal ownership of any building chosen to be an achievement school must be clearly stated so that liabilities such as property damage, general liability, and personal liability are clearly defined and properly defined based on ownership and use of the facility. Although the statute seems to imply that the Clark County School District will continue to hold record title to the buildings and other facilities which will be converted to use by the charter schools, there is no clarity regarding ownership of a b


	 

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: Legal ownership of the building is clarified by law NRS 388B.230(2). The ownership of the building does not change.  
	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: Legal ownership of the building is clarified by law NRS 388B.230(2). The ownership of the building does not change.  
	NRS388B.230 (2): An achievement charter school must continue to operate in the same building in which the school operated before being converted to an achievement charter school. The board of trustees of the school district in which the school is located must provide such use of the building without compensation.  
	 
	Borrowing from similar efforts that have provided the use of School District building for public charter school use the details of required liability insurance coverage and additionally insured, approvals of building improvements, notification to suppliers of new occupant shall be addressed through a Memorandum of Understanding (further referred to as “MOU”) entered into between the public charter operators and the host School District.  Given that building improvements and the approach for them shall be ar
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	Continued: Ownership  
	Continued: Ownership  
	Continued: Ownership  
	 Liability for damage to property; liability for personal injury; insurance obligations; indemnity obligations; applicability of sovereign immunity as between CCSD, the charter management organization (CMO), Dept. of Education. 
	 Liability for damage to property; liability for personal injury; insurance obligations; indemnity obligations; applicability of sovereign immunity as between CCSD, the charter management organization (CMO), Dept. of Education. 
	 Liability for damage to property; liability for personal injury; insurance obligations; indemnity obligations; applicability of sovereign immunity as between CCSD, the charter management organization (CMO), Dept. of Education. 

	 Whether “improvement” to charter school property will be considered a public work that would require issuance of payment and performance bonds (raising questions of who is the oblige) or whether these would be considered improvements to property that may subject the school properties to mechanic’s liens. 
	 Whether “improvement” to charter school property will be considered a public work that would require issuance of payment and performance bonds (raising questions of who is the oblige) or whether these would be considered improvements to property that may subject the school properties to mechanic’s liens. 

	 Will suppliers be notified that a charter school with whom they contract is part of the Achievement School District so they are aware that they are not part of CCSD and therefore not able to utilize CCSD’s excellent credit rating and volume discounts. 
	 Will suppliers be notified that a charter school with whom they contract is part of the Achievement School District so they are aware that they are not part of CCSD and therefore not able to utilize CCSD’s excellent credit rating and volume discounts. 

	 Who pays for converting schools back into original condition if the CMO has reconfigured classroom space or made other modifications after the six year period? 
	 Who pays for converting schools back into original condition if the CMO has reconfigured classroom space or made other modifications after the six year period? 

	 Regulation should identify maintenance versus capital expenses and express the responsibility of the CMO’s duty to maintain the building and its equipment at a professional level of care. 
	 Regulation should identify maintenance versus capital expenses and express the responsibility of the CMO’s duty to maintain the building and its equipment at a professional level of care. 

	 Define cost responsibility for converting schools back into its original condition after the six year period 
	 Define cost responsibility for converting schools back into its original condition after the six year period 



	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	The achievement charter school will cover basic operations and maintenance while the board of trustees will be responsible for capital expenses. These regulations would clarify the threshold for capital expenses.  
	The achievement charter school will cover basic operations and maintenance while the board of trustees will be responsible for capital expenses. These regulations would clarify the threshold for capital expenses.  
	 
	NRS388B.230 (3): While the school is operated as an achievement charter school, the governing body of the achievement charter school shall pay all costs related to the maintenance and operation of the building and the board of trustees shall pay all capital expenses.  The board of trustees of a school district: (a) Is not required to give priority to a capital project at a public school that is selected for conversion to an achievement charter school; and  b) Shall not reduce the priority of such a capital 
	 
	Good faith maintenance specifications that meet all local health and safety standards shall be noted specifically in the MOU stated above, and are the legal obligation of any building occupant.  Capital expenses are defined as improvements to long term assets. They are addressed in this regulation in Section 14, which defines the improvement of a long term asset with the expense over $15,000 and has a useful life of at least one year is considered capital.  
	 
	AMENDED- 
	Section 24 articulates ownership of the building, responsibility of maintenance and guarantees a facility use agreement to address issues related to facility repairs and management.   
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	Warranties under existing or future construction: 
	Warranties under existing or future construction: 
	Warranties under existing or future construction: 
	 Are warranties (for such things as roofs, HVAC systems and other systems) capable of assignment by CCSD to assign or transfer these items? Transferable? Will there be additional cost? 
	 Are warranties (for such things as roofs, HVAC systems and other systems) capable of assignment by CCSD to assign or transfer these items? Transferable? Will there be additional cost? 
	 Are warranties (for such things as roofs, HVAC systems and other systems) capable of assignment by CCSD to assign or transfer these items? Transferable? Will there be additional cost? 

	 What will be the effect on warranties of such systems if the warrantor does not agree to an assignment? 
	 What will be the effect on warranties of such systems if the warrantor does not agree to an assignment? 

	 Will the CMO be required to implement appropriate maintenance at a definable level of care in order to assure continuity of warranty? 
	 Will the CMO be required to implement appropriate maintenance at a definable level of care in order to assure continuity of warranty? 

	 If the CMO fails to maintain the system, warranties may be voided – who will bear the cost of repair or replacement of the affected system? 
	 If the CMO fails to maintain the system, warranties may be voided – who will bear the cost of repair or replacement of the affected system? 

	 Analysis of the warranty requirements and concerns will likely need to be done on a contract by contract and/or school by school basis, as each circumstance may require – who will undertake that obligation and at what cost? 
	 Analysis of the warranty requirements and concerns will likely need to be done on a contract by contract and/or school by school basis, as each circumstance may require – who will undertake that obligation and at what cost? 



	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: Warranties will stay with the owner of the facility. The mechanical systems of the buildings shall be maintained to meet all local health and safety standards for the local municipality as well as for public school buildings. The MOU can include requirements that warranty standards, to the degree to which they exist and are stated as a requirement to ensure warranty.  
	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: Warranties will stay with the owner of the facility. The mechanical systems of the buildings shall be maintained to meet all local health and safety standards for the local municipality as well as for public school buildings. The MOU can include requirements that warranty standards, to the degree to which they exist and are stated as a requirement to ensure warranty.  
	 
	Should an Achievement Charter School wish to make improvements or expand facilities they may do so as outlined in NRS388b.260 (4).  
	 
	NRS388b.260 (4): Acquire by construction, purchase, devise, gift, exchange or lease, or any combination of those methods, and construct, reconstruct, improve, maintain, equip and furnish any building, structure or property to be used for any of its educational purposes and the related appurtenances, easements, rights-of-way, improvements, paving, utilities, landscaping, parking facilities and lands; 
	 (b) Mortgage, pledge or otherwise encumber all or any part of its property or assets; 
	 (c) Borrow money and otherwise incur indebtedness; and 
	 (d) Use public money to purchase real property or buildings with the approval of the Achievement School District. 
	 
	AMENDED 
	Section 24 articulates ownership of the building, responsibility of maintenance and guarantees a facility use agreement to address issues related to facility repairs and management. 
	 *NEW* Section 24(1)(c) specifically states that any requirements concerning warranties must be addressed in the facility use agreement. 
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	Inventory transferred assets/donations: 
	Inventory transferred assets/donations: 
	Inventory transferred assets/donations: 
	 Create a system that inventories the soft assets assumed by the CMO and institute language in the regulation that assets are to be returned in the same manner in which they were given.  Will there be a starting inventory and record as to the condition of assets transferred to a charter school to establish a benchmark, including but not limited to remaining useful life? 
	 Create a system that inventories the soft assets assumed by the CMO and institute language in the regulation that assets are to be returned in the same manner in which they were given.  Will there be a starting inventory and record as to the condition of assets transferred to a charter school to establish a benchmark, including but not limited to remaining useful life? 
	 Create a system that inventories the soft assets assumed by the CMO and institute language in the regulation that assets are to be returned in the same manner in which they were given.  Will there be a starting inventory and record as to the condition of assets transferred to a charter school to establish a benchmark, including but not limited to remaining useful life? 

	 “As is” standard of condition upon transfer to CMO should be clear. 
	 “As is” standard of condition upon transfer to CMO should be clear. 

	 Will there be an inventory and record of assets transferred upon conversion back to CCSD? 
	 Will there be an inventory and record of assets transferred upon conversion back to CCSD? 

	 What should condition be of assets upon reverter to CCSD – similar to a lease (similar condition, subject to reasonable wear and tear? Something else? What if the CMO has made changes to the buildings that do not satisfy CCSD instruction standards, occupancy, or other standards? 
	 What should condition be of assets upon reverter to CCSD – similar to a lease (similar condition, subject to reasonable wear and tear? Something else? What if the CMO has made changes to the buildings that do not satisfy CCSD instruction standards, occupancy, or other standards? 

	 Who is responsible for cost of repair/ maintenance if assets reverted are not in appropriate condition? 
	 Who is responsible for cost of repair/ maintenance if assets reverted are not in appropriate condition? 

	 Time to dispute and other dispute resolution mechanisms should be considered. 
	 Time to dispute and other dispute resolution mechanisms should be considered. 


	 

	ALEADY IN LAW 
	ALEADY IN LAW 

	Assets of the building that are paid for through a federal funding allocation such as Title 1, must stay with the school for which the funds were allocated. 
	Assets of the building that are paid for through a federal funding allocation such as Title 1, must stay with the school for which the funds were allocated. 
	 
	Items that were purchased through a private donation by an employee of the school are the property of the individual who sought the donation. 
	 
	The MOU shall articulate how assets that are in the building at the time that the school is identified for conversion are handled, transported and maintained. 
	 
	As outlined in NRS 388b.260(1) dispute resolution has been outlined as managed through the Superintendent of Public Instruction.  
	 
	NRS 388b.260(1):  Upon request of the Executive Director, the board of trustees of the school district in which an achievement charter school is located shall provide facilities to operate the achievement charter school, in addition to and not including the building in which the achievement charter school operates pursuant to 
	NRS 388b.260(1):  Upon request of the Executive Director, the board of trustees of the school district in which an achievement charter school is located shall provide facilities to operate the achievement charter school, in addition to and not including the building in which the achievement charter school operates pursuant to 
	NRS 388B.230
	NRS 388B.230

	, or perform any service relating to the operation of the achievement charter school, including, without limitation, transportation, the provision of health services for pupils who are enrolled in the achievement charter school and the provision of school police officers. The governing body of the achievement charter school shall reimburse the board of trustees for the cost of such facilities and services. If a dispute arises between the governing body of an achievement charter school or the Executive Direc
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	Continued: Inventory transferred assets/donations: 
	Continued: Inventory transferred assets/donations: 
	Continued: Inventory transferred assets/donations: 
	  
	  
	  



	 
	 

	*New* Section 24(1) now requires facility use agreement to include provisions for district to inspect property upon return of school to district and be reimbursed for property that is missing or damaged. 
	*New* Section 24(1) now requires facility use agreement to include provisions for district to inspect property upon return of school to district and be reimbursed for property that is missing or damaged. 
	 
	*New* Section 24(4) now requires that upon conversion from an achievement charter school to a district school, any fixtures, improvements or tangible assets remain with the building. 
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	Maintenance/supplies: 
	Maintenance/supplies: 
	Maintenance/supplies: 
	 Is there a dispute resolution process in case of dispute over whether an item is maintenance or capital improvement, causation as to damage to property or personal injury, condition of the property before and after conversion and other possible disputes, other than that the superintendent of the Achievement School District has final say? 
	 Is there a dispute resolution process in case of dispute over whether an item is maintenance or capital improvement, causation as to damage to property or personal injury, condition of the property before and after conversion and other possible disputes, other than that the superintendent of the Achievement School District has final say? 
	 Is there a dispute resolution process in case of dispute over whether an item is maintenance or capital improvement, causation as to damage to property or personal injury, condition of the property before and after conversion and other possible disputes, other than that the superintendent of the Achievement School District has final say? 

	 Is that determination to be deemed an administrative ruling, subject to applicable statutes and regulations? If not, is there possibility of a constitutional challenge? 
	 Is that determination to be deemed an administrative ruling, subject to applicable statutes and regulations? If not, is there possibility of a constitutional challenge? 

	 There is no clear definition of “capital Improvement” vs. “maintenance.”  Cost alone should not provide that definition as there are many maintenance items that may exceed the 
	 There is no clear definition of “capital Improvement” vs. “maintenance.”  Cost alone should not provide that definition as there are many maintenance items that may exceed the 


	$15,000 threshold that has been discussed . 
	 Specifically, to what systems or types of items does the $15,000 apply? 
	 Specifically, to what systems or types of items does the $15,000 apply? 
	 Specifically, to what systems or types of items does the $15,000 apply? 

	 Remedies if the CMO fails to maintain, which results in turning a maintenance issue into a capital improvement. 
	 Remedies if the CMO fails to maintain, which results in turning a maintenance issue into a capital improvement. 

	 Remedies if CCSD fails to complete construction or fails to make capital improvement. 
	 Remedies if CCSD fails to complete construction or fails to make capital improvement. 

	 Notification to suppliers so that CCSD’s excellent credit rating and volume discounts are not jeopardized. 
	 Notification to suppliers so that CCSD’s excellent credit rating and volume discounts are not jeopardized. 



	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: Good faith maintenance specifications that meet all local health and safety standards shall be noted specifically in the MOU stated above, and are the legal obligation of any building occupant. Capital expenses are defined as improvements to long term assets. They are addressed in this regulation in Section 19(2), which defines the improvement of a long term asset with the expense over $15,000 and has a useful life of at least one year is considered capital.  
	ORIGINAL RESPONSE: Good faith maintenance specifications that meet all local health and safety standards shall be noted specifically in the MOU stated above, and are the legal obligation of any building occupant. Capital expenses are defined as improvements to long term assets. They are addressed in this regulation in Section 19(2), which defines the improvement of a long term asset with the expense over $15,000 and has a useful life of at least one year is considered capital.  
	 
	As outlined in NRS 388b.260(1) dispute resolution has been outlined as managed through the Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
	 
	AMENDED- 
	Section 24 articulates ownership of the building, responsibility of maintenance and guarantees a facility use agreement to address issues related to facility repairs and management.  
	*NEW* Section 24(2) defines capital expense as a construction or repair that  
	“(a) Has a cost of more than $15,000; 
	(b) Has a useful life of at least 5 years; 
	(c) Is intended to extend the useful life of the building; and 
	(d) Meets any applicable standards prescribed by the Building Owners and Managers Association International or its successor organization.” 
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	Construction: 
	Construction: 
	Construction: 
	 Clarification is necessary as to whether or not CMO’s are subject to prevailing wage, public works statutes, surety bonds/payment and performance bonds on their construction projects to CCSD buildings. 
	 Clarification is necessary as to whether or not CMO’s are subject to prevailing wage, public works statutes, surety bonds/payment and performance bonds on their construction projects to CCSD buildings. 
	 Clarification is necessary as to whether or not CMO’s are subject to prevailing wage, public works statutes, surety bonds/payment and performance bonds on their construction projects to CCSD buildings. 

	 Clarify if CMO’s must comply with statutes such as Title IX, which building standards apply, and who will obtain licenses/permits and be obligated thereon. 
	 Clarify if CMO’s must comply with statutes such as Title IX, which building standards apply, and who will obtain licenses/permits and be obligated thereon. 

	 Identify how the CMO affects projects that are currently in progress to include the transfer of warranties. 
	 Identify how the CMO affects projects that are currently in progress to include the transfer of warranties. 

	 Surety bonds/payment and performance bonds in place – will there be any possibility of exoneration of the bonds by reason of a transfer? 
	 Surety bonds/payment and performance bonds in place – will there be any possibility of exoneration of the bonds by reason of a transfer? 



	ALEADY IN LAW 
	ALEADY IN LAW 

	Public charter school operators are required to be in compliance with all local, state and federal laws including Title IX and associated building standards that are outlined in those laws.  
	Public charter school operators are required to be in compliance with all local, state and federal laws including Title IX and associated building standards that are outlined in those laws.  
	 
	The only buildings considered in statute and regulation are those that currently house school programs that meet the standard of chronically underperforming as defined by the Nevada Department of Education.  Therefore, new construction for new schools would not be impacted by this law. 
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	Impacts of zoning for remaining CCSD facilities if students opt-out of charter school: 
	Impacts of zoning for remaining CCSD facilities if students opt-out of charter school: 
	Impacts of zoning for remaining CCSD facilities if students opt-out of charter school: 
	 Clarify whether or not CMO’s can reduce the building occupancy rate and analyze how that will affect surrounding schools with respect to parents that opt-out of the CMO school. 
	 Clarify whether or not CMO’s can reduce the building occupancy rate and analyze how that will affect surrounding schools with respect to parents that opt-out of the CMO school. 
	 Clarify whether or not CMO’s can reduce the building occupancy rate and analyze how that will affect surrounding schools with respect to parents that opt-out of the CMO school. 

	 Currently, school populations are temporarily placed in surrounding schools in order to facilitate construction of replacement schools. What happens if either the replacement school or one of the temporary schools has been converted to a charter school? 
	 Currently, school populations are temporarily placed in surrounding schools in order to facilitate construction of replacement schools. What happens if either the replacement school or one of the temporary schools has been converted to a charter school? 

	 Sports facilities and other use specific facilities– use, maintenance, conversion? 
	 Sports facilities and other use specific facilities– use, maintenance, conversion? 


	 

	ALEADY IN LAW 
	ALEADY IN LAW 

	The building continues to be used to provide a free, public education to neighborhood residents and will serve all students currently attending the school at the time of conversion, students zoned to the school and outlined in these Regulations in Section 22(4)(b) will serve students who are at 185% of the federal poverty level and assigned to a school identified by the State as underperforming.  
	The building continues to be used to provide a free, public education to neighborhood residents and will serve all students currently attending the school at the time of conversion, students zoned to the school and outlined in these Regulations in Section 22(4)(b) will serve students who are at 185% of the federal poverty level and assigned to a school identified by the State as underperforming.  
	 
	NRS388B.230 (4): Any pupil who was enrolled at the school before it was converted to an achievement charter school must be enrolled in the achievement charter school.  
	 
	If the Achievement Charter School is identified as a replacement site for Clark County School District students during a new construction project, the District would have to work directly with the Achievement Charter School, in their capacity as an LEA on a potential solution. If one is not workable, then the Clark County School District shall identify other placement sites. 
	 
	Public charter school operators shall have full use of all District properties as outlined in NRS388B.260(2).  
	 
	NRS388b.260(2): In addition to the school building used by the Achievement School District pursuant to 
	NRS388b.260(2): In addition to the school building used by the Achievement School District pursuant to 
	NRS 388B.230
	NRS 388B.230

	, an achievement charter school may use any public facility located within the school district in which the achievement charter school is located. An achievement charter school may use school buildings owned by the school district only upon approval of the board of trustees of the school district. 
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	Continued: Impacts of zoning for remaining CCSD facilities if students opt-out of charter school: 
	Continued: Impacts of zoning for remaining CCSD facilities if students opt-out of charter school: 
	Continued: Impacts of zoning for remaining CCSD facilities if students opt-out of charter school: 
	 If students from a charter school elect to participate in sports programs at nearby schools, which schools may be chosen, what is the impact of added competition for team spots in those schools, does an added population put an added burden on existing sports facilities or require new facilities, do those students need to be provided transportation? 
	 If students from a charter school elect to participate in sports programs at nearby schools, which schools may be chosen, what is the impact of added competition for team spots in those schools, does an added population put an added burden on existing sports facilities or require new facilities, do those students need to be provided transportation? 
	 If students from a charter school elect to participate in sports programs at nearby schools, which schools may be chosen, what is the impact of added competition for team spots in those schools, does an added population put an added burden on existing sports facilities or require new facilities, do those students need to be provided transportation? 

	 Can CMO reduce occupancy of an achievement school’s facilities and what would be the effect? 
	 Can CMO reduce occupancy of an achievement school’s facilities and what would be the effect? 



	ALEADY IN LAW 
	ALEADY IN LAW 

	As stated in NRS388B.280(1) students who attend the public charter school are able with both the permission of the parent and the School District are granted permission to participate in sports, classes and enrichment activities at other schools across the District.   
	As stated in NRS388B.280(1) students who attend the public charter school are able with both the permission of the parent and the School District are granted permission to participate in sports, classes and enrichment activities at other schools across the District.   
	NRS388B.280(1): Except as otherwise provided in this section, upon the request of a parent or legal guardian of a pupil who is enrolled in an achievement charter school, the board of trustees of the school district in which the pupil resides shall authorize the pupil to participate in a class that is not available to the pupil at the achievement charter school or participate in an extracurricular activity, excluding sports, at a public school within the school district if: 
	 (a) Space for the pupil in the class or extracurricular activity is available; and 
	 (b) The parent or legal guardian demonstrates to the satisfaction of the board of trustees that the pupil is qualified to participate in the class or extracurricular activity. 
	 2.  If the board of trustees of a school district authorizes a pupil to participate in a class or extracurricular activity, excluding sports, pursuant to subsection 1, the board of trustees is not required to provide transportation for the pupil to attend the class or activity. 
	 
	A public charter school operator may not reduce the building capacity of an achievement charter school and may not amend the enrollment size, unless it is in direct violation of any local safety laws. 

	Span

	Facilities Department: 
	Facilities Department: 
	Facilities Department: 
	Will a Facilities Department will be established in the Achievement School District structure to coordinate efforts with CCSD Facilities personnel regarding the above concerns? 

	ALEADY IN LAW 
	ALEADY IN LAW 

	The Nevada Achievement School District leadership may be expanded to include a specific representative to oversee facilities issues, should the scope of the ASD require it.  
	The Nevada Achievement School District leadership may be expanded to include a specific representative to oversee facilities issues, should the scope of the ASD require it.  
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	Reimbursement of Board Funds: 
	Reimbursement of Board Funds: 
	Reimbursement of Board Funds: 
	 Will there be any effect upon repayment of bonds, future rating of CCSD bonds, ability to gain public approval of future bonds as a result of this legislation? 
	 Will there be any effect upon repayment of bonds, future rating of CCSD bonds, ability to gain public approval of future bonds as a result of this legislation? 
	 Will there be any effect upon repayment of bonds, future rating of CCSD bonds, ability to gain public approval of future bonds as a result of this legislation? 

	 Has bond counsel been consulted regarding impacts? 
	 Has bond counsel been consulted regarding impacts? 



	 
	 

	The Deputy Attorney General’s office attempted to contact the CCSD Bond Oversight Committee in January to clarify the questions and concerns and has not received a response. 
	The Deputy Attorney General’s office attempted to contact the CCSD Bond Oversight Committee in January to clarify the questions and concerns and has not received a response. 
	 

	Span

	Other Costs: 
	Other Costs: 
	Other Costs: 
	 Will students who opt out of the charter school be transported out of zone at cost to CCSD? 
	 Will students who opt out of the charter school be transported out of zone at cost to CCSD? 
	 Will students who opt out of the charter school be transported out of zone at cost to CCSD? 

	 The CCSD cost to implement the achievement district takes funds away from the overall budget to support existing student education, can the State lessen this impact? 
	 The CCSD cost to implement the achievement district takes funds away from the overall budget to support existing student education, can the State lessen this impact? 



	ALEADY IN LAW 
	ALEADY IN LAW 

	Students who opt out of the neighborhood public charter school will be reassigned by the School District to another campus. Any transportation cost for those students will be the responsibility of the School District.  
	Students who opt out of the neighborhood public charter school will be reassigned by the School District to another campus. Any transportation cost for those students will be the responsibility of the School District.  
	 
	The students served by achievement schools, are free, neighborhood public charter schools. They serve students who are county residents and will be served by new a Local Education Agency (“LEA”). The costs of educating those students will be the responsibility of the new LEA and therefore, the public monies allocated from the local, State and federal agencies will follow the student they are intended to serve.  
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	Item #4: 
	Nevada Department of Education Responses to Suggested Amendments made to R108-15 from December 22, 2016 public hearing.  
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	Nicole Rourke of Clark County School District (CCSD) proposed narrowing the criteria for eligible schools.  

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	Amended Section 7 of these regulations include the following categories of eligibility: 
	Amended Section 7 of these regulations include the following categories of eligibility: 
	- Bottom 5% of Elementary and Middle Schools (statutory requirement) 
	- Bottom 5% of Elementary and Middle Schools (statutory requirement) 
	- Bottom 5% of Elementary and Middle Schools (statutory requirement) 

	- 60% or less graduation rate for high schools (statutory requirement)  
	- 60% or less graduation rate for high schools (statutory requirement)  

	- Schools that qualify as a Comprehensive Support Intervention school under federal guidelines 
	- Schools that qualify as a Comprehensive Support Intervention school under federal guidelines 

	- Schools that receive the lowest rating according to the State system of accountability 
	- Schools that receive the lowest rating according to the State system of accountability 

	- Schools that receive the second lowest rating according to the State system of accountability and are flat as compared to previous performance or downward trending 
	- Schools that receive the second lowest rating according to the State system of accountability and are flat as compared to previous performance or downward trending 


	Amended Section 7 to eliminate the following categories of eligibility: 
	- Schools that are in the bottom 10% of sub group performance for a given year 
	- Schools that are in the bottom 10% of sub group performance for a given year 
	- Schools that are in the bottom 10% of sub group performance for a given year 

	- Schools that are in a feeder pattern where a student would be assigned to at least two schools with the lowest performance rating according to the State accountability system during their K-12 career 
	- Schools that are in a feeder pattern where a student would be assigned to at least two schools with the lowest performance rating according to the State accountability system during their K-12 career 


	 
	SECTION 9 outlines an option for school communities to develop an alternative intervention plan via parent petition, modeled after SB 311(2013) (FORD) 
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	Per the Clark County School District Bond Oversight Committee’s recommendations to the Clark County School District Board of Trustees and shared by Nicole Rourke of CCSD, there were seven clarifications requested to be addressed as it relates to facilities:  
	1) Clarity of ownership,  2) operator liability insurance, 3) notification to suppliers, 4) return to original status should the facility return, 5) change definition of capital expense from valuation, 6) require inventory, 7) annual evaluation  
	 

	AMENDED  
	AMENDED  

	 
	 
	Section 24 articulates ownership of the building, responsibility of maintenance and guarantees a facility use agreement to address issues related to facility repairs and management.  
	*NEW* The definition of capital expense in Section 24(2) now includes that the construct or repair “Meets any applicable standards prescribed by the Building Owners and Managers Association International or its successor organization.” 
	 
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 
	Superintendent Canavero requested greater detail to outline the full suite of interventions that can be included in a school’s performance compact.  
	 

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	 
	 
	Section 13(2)(c) outlines the core interventions that can be implemented to improve pupil achievement in addition to conversion to the NV ASD in accordance with these regulations.  
	 

	Span

	 
	 
	 
	Public Commentor Michael Hollis, current CCSD employee, spoke to the importance of parent involvement and as such,  
	Superintendent Canavero requested that the regulations speak to the requirement of access to information and data from host Districts to ensure parent involvement is paramount.  

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 
	 

	 
	 
	Section 7(2) requiring local Districts to provide contact information for pupils and families enrolled in schools eligible for conversion to an achievement charter school.  

	Span

	 
	 
	 
	John Vellardita of the CCEA requested the articulation of a threshold for parent involvement in the NV ASD school selection process.  

	AMENDED  
	AMENDED  

	 
	 
	Section 14(1) the Executive Director shall endeavor to reach the majority of parents of pupils in eligible schools,  
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	John Vellardita of the CCEA requested an amendment to align R108-15 with the provisions articulated in Section 14 of R142-16.  
	John Vellardita of the CCEA requested an amendment to align R108-15 with the provisions articulated in Section 14 of R142-16.  
	John Vellardita of the CCEA requested an amendment to align R108-15 with the provisions articulated in Section 14 of R142-16.  
	 

	NOT ADDRESSED 
	NOT ADDRESSED 

	This request was not directly addressed.  
	This request was not directly addressed.  
	 
	 

	Span

	Representative from the volunteer parent group Breakfree CCSD, Annette Dawson Owens and Lindsey Dalley, spoke to the importance of autonomy and the opportunity for schools not identified per Section 6, be considered to petition into the NV ASD per Section 7.  
	Representative from the volunteer parent group Breakfree CCSD, Annette Dawson Owens and Lindsey Dalley, spoke to the importance of autonomy and the opportunity for schools not identified per Section 6, be considered to petition into the NV ASD per Section 7.  
	Representative from the volunteer parent group Breakfree CCSD, Annette Dawson Owens and Lindsey Dalley, spoke to the importance of autonomy and the opportunity for schools not identified per Section 6, be considered to petition into the NV ASD per Section 7.  

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	Section 9 outlines a process for parents and school communities to opt into the NV ASD for conversion or petition into a performance compact that selects a intervention outlined in Section 13(2). Section 9(1)(a) provides the option for schools that would not otherwise qualify to execute a petition to opt into the NV ASD.  
	Section 9 outlines a process for parents and school communities to opt into the NV ASD for conversion or petition into a performance compact that selects a intervention outlined in Section 13(2). Section 9(1)(a) provides the option for schools that would not otherwise qualify to execute a petition to opt into the NV ASD.  
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	Item #5: 
	Nevada Department of Education Responses to Clark County SD Proposed Changes to SB 430 Mock-up, April 11 public hearing 
	SB 430 was a bill from the 2017 legislative session that would have amended NRS 388B to include some components of the proposed regulations. Pertinent requests have been included below. 
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	Change language for school selection: 
	Change language for school selection: 
	Change language for school selection: 
	1. In addition to a public school that is eligible for conversion to an achievement charter school pursuant to paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 388B.200, the Department may determine that pupil achievement and school performance at a public school is unsatisfactory pursuant to paragraph (c) of subsection 1 of NRS 388B.200 and that the public school is eligible for conversion to an achievement charter school if: 
	(a) The public school has been identified by the Department for comprehensive support and improvement pursuant to 20 U.S.C. § 6311(c)(4)(D)(1); 
	(b) The board of trustees of a school district recommends a public school that is located within the district for consideration for conversion to an achievement charter school; 
	(c) The Executive Director receives a valid petition pursuant to section 8 of this regulation requesting that the public school be converted to an achievement charter school; 
	(d) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the public school has received, for the most recent three year average of like accountability systems, an annual rating established as the lowest rating possible indicating underperformance of a public school; or 
	 

	NOT OPEN TO CHANGING 
	NOT OPEN TO CHANGING 

	This is contrary to the Governor’s position on a line in the sand. Local interventions can be honored through a performance compact if they are making progress.  
	This is contrary to the Governor’s position on a line in the sand. Local interventions can be honored through a performance compact if they are making progress.  
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	Continued: Change language for school selection: 
	Continued: Change language for school selection: 
	Continued: Change language for school selection: 
	  
	(e) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, the public school has received, for the most recent three year average of like accountability systems, an annual rating established as the second lowest rating possible indicating underperformance of a public school and has demonstrated a downward trend in pupil achievement and school performance, as determined by the Department pursuant to the statewide system of accountability for public schools. 
	2.  No school that has been designated by its school board of trustees with a whole-school intervention shall be considered for eligibility into the achievement school district, unless, after the completion of its third year, the school qualifies under paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection 1 of NRS 388B.200.  Whole school interventions shall include but are not limited to: 
	(a) District sponsored Turnaround 
	(a) District sponsored Turnaround 
	(a) District sponsored Turnaround 

	(b) District Sponsored Empowerment 
	(b) District Sponsored Empowerment 

	(c) District sponsored franchise model 
	(c) District sponsored franchise model 

	(d) Magnet or Career and Technical Academies 
	(d) Magnet or Career and Technical Academies 


	 

	NOT OPEN TO CHANGING 
	NOT OPEN TO CHANGING 

	This is contrary to the Governor’s position on a line in the sand. Local interventions can be honored through a performance compact if they are making progress. Not open to changing.   
	This is contrary to the Governor’s position on a line in the sand. Local interventions can be honored through a performance compact if they are making progress. Not open to changing.   

	Span

	Remove the “automatic recommendation” for schools that submit a valid petition. 
	Remove the “automatic recommendation” for schools that submit a valid petition. 
	Remove the “automatic recommendation” for schools that submit a valid petition. 

	AMENDED   
	AMENDED   

	*NEW* Section 12(2) changed to “…the Executive Director and the State Board shall consider the petition when determining whether to convert the public school…” 
	*NEW* Section 12(2) changed to “…the Executive Director and the State Board shall consider the petition when determining whether to convert the public school…” 

	Span

	Remove requirement for District to provide contact information for families. 
	Remove requirement for District to provide contact information for families. 
	Remove requirement for District to provide contact information for families. 

	NOT OPEN TO REMOVING 
	NOT OPEN TO REMOVING 

	In order to ensure a thoughtful, seamless process that honors families having all of the information, it is required that the Department have contact information for families. This will help to avoid much of the confusion we experienced this past year. 
	In order to ensure a thoughtful, seamless process that honors families having all of the information, it is required that the Department have contact information for families. This will help to avoid much of the confusion we experienced this past year. 

	Span

	Remove schools otherwise not eligible for the NV ASD to petition in. 
	Remove schools otherwise not eligible for the NV ASD to petition in. 
	Remove schools otherwise not eligible for the NV ASD to petition in. 

	NOT OPEN TO REMOVING 
	NOT OPEN TO REMOVING 

	This does not honor parent’s wishes. The purpose of parent petition is to provide parents the opportunity to drive school improvement.   
	This does not honor parent’s wishes. The purpose of parent petition is to provide parents the opportunity to drive school improvement.   

	Span
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	Span

	Remove families living in the zone but not attending the school as eligible to sign a petition. 
	Remove families living in the zone but not attending the school as eligible to sign a petition. 
	Remove families living in the zone but not attending the school as eligible to sign a petition. 

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	*NEW* Section 10(1) amended to allow only parents of students enrolled at the school to sign the petition. 
	*NEW* Section 10(1) amended to allow only parents of students enrolled at the school to sign the petition. 

	Span

	Allow for District resources to be used to support a petition. 
	Allow for District resources to be used to support a petition. 
	Allow for District resources to be used to support a petition. 

	NOT OPEN TO CHANGING 
	NOT OPEN TO CHANGING 

	This would allow District’s to potentially threaten and intimidate families who are seeking an alternative option. 
	This would allow District’s to potentially threaten and intimidate families who are seeking an alternative option. 

	Span

	Remove “automatic eligibility” for submitted petitions.   
	Remove “automatic eligibility” for submitted petitions.   
	Remove “automatic eligibility” for submitted petitions.   

	NOT OPEN TO REMOVING 
	NOT OPEN TO REMOVING 

	This does not honor parent’s wishes. The purpose of the petition is to provide parents the opportunity to drive the school improvement strategy for their school. 
	This does not honor parent’s wishes. The purpose of the petition is to provide parents the opportunity to drive the school improvement strategy for their school. 

	Span

	Change performance compacts to be voluntary. 
	Change performance compacts to be voluntary. 
	Change performance compacts to be voluntary. 

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	*NEW* Section 13(1) amended to “The Department shall offer to negotiate a performance compact…” 
	*NEW* Section 13(1) amended to “The Department shall offer to negotiate a performance compact…” 

	Span

	Include language for Operators to demonstrate experience with low-performing schools. 
	Include language for Operators to demonstrate experience with low-performing schools. 
	Include language for Operators to demonstrate experience with low-performing schools. 

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	*NEW* Section 16(2) requires the applicants that operate schools to provide demographic information, student achievement and school performance in their application. 
	*NEW* Section 16(2) requires the applicants that operate schools to provide demographic information, student achievement and school performance in their application. 

	Span

	Remove requirement for schools to send performance information to the State Board. 
	Remove requirement for schools to send performance information to the State Board. 
	Remove requirement for schools to send performance information to the State Board. 

	PARTIALLY ADDRESSED 
	PARTIALLY ADDRESSED 

	Not open to removing, but included parallel requirement for Achievement Charter Schools 
	Not open to removing, but included parallel requirement for Achievement Charter Schools 

	Span

	Notify host District of teacher displacement by 2/1. 
	Notify host District of teacher displacement by 2/1. 
	Notify host District of teacher displacement by 2/1. 

	NOT FEASIBLE BASED ON TIMELINE 
	NOT FEASIBLE BASED ON TIMELINE 

	Since the pairing of schools will not happen until 2/1 this does not value the teachers as professionals in making the best career choice. The current timeline would allow for notification by 4/1. 
	Since the pairing of schools will not happen until 2/1 this does not value the teachers as professionals in making the best career choice. The current timeline would allow for notification by 4/1. 

	Span

	Remove capital expense as a District expense. 
	Remove capital expense as a District expense. 
	Remove capital expense as a District expense. 

	NOT OPEN TO REMOVING 
	NOT OPEN TO REMOVING 

	Given that the building remains the owner of the District, the capital expenses shall remain with the owner. Not open to removing.   
	Given that the building remains the owner of the District, the capital expenses shall remain with the owner. Not open to removing.   

	Span

	Propose using CCSD definition of capital operations. 
	Propose using CCSD definition of capital operations. 
	Propose using CCSD definition of capital operations. 

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	*NEW* The definition of capital expense in Section 24(2) now includes that the construct or repair “Meets any applicable standards prescribed by the Building Owners and Managers Association International or its successor organization.” 
	*NEW* The definition of capital expense in Section 24(2) now includes that the construct or repair “Meets any applicable standards prescribed by the Building Owners and Managers Association International or its successor organization.” 
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	Span

	Remove priority requirements for addressing capital expenses. 
	Remove priority requirements for addressing capital expenses. 
	Remove priority requirements for addressing capital expenses. 

	NOT OPEN TO REMOVING 
	NOT OPEN TO REMOVING 

	This provision allows each host District to use their existing criteria. 
	This provision allows each host District to use their existing criteria. 

	Span

	Change the requirement for assets to remain in the building from “shall” to “may”. 
	Change the requirement for assets to remain in the building from “shall” to “may”. 
	Change the requirement for assets to remain in the building from “shall” to “may”. 

	NOT OPEN TO CHANGING 
	NOT OPEN TO CHANGING 

	Given that the assets serve the same kids and were purchased to serve those students with their tax dollars, they should stay. Note that there is also a parallel requirement for any Achievement Charter School that converts to a district school. 
	Given that the assets serve the same kids and were purchased to serve those students with their tax dollars, they should stay. Note that there is also a parallel requirement for any Achievement Charter School that converts to a district school. 

	Span
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	Nevada Department of Education Responses to Washoe County SD Proposed Changes to SB 430 Mock-up, April 11 public hearing 
	SB 430 was a bill from the 2017 legislative session that would have amended NRS 388B to include some components of the proposed regulations. Pertinent requests have been included below.  
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	Span

	School selection process.   We would prefer three as requested by Clark County School District, but in the spirit of compromise, would request that schools only be eligible after two years of being a one or two star school.  With this provision, you don’t have to worry about the “blip” schools. 
	School selection process.   We would prefer three as requested by Clark County School District, but in the spirit of compromise, would request that schools only be eligible after two years of being a one or two star school.  With this provision, you don’t have to worry about the “blip” schools. 
	School selection process.   We would prefer three as requested by Clark County School District, but in the spirit of compromise, would request that schools only be eligible after two years of being a one or two star school.  With this provision, you don’t have to worry about the “blip” schools. 

	NOT OPEN TO CHANGING 
	NOT OPEN TO CHANGING 

	This is contrary to the Governor’s position on a line in the sand. In addition, section 12(2) requires the state board to consider historical performance. 
	This is contrary to the Governor’s position on a line in the sand. In addition, section 12(2) requires the state board to consider historical performance. 

	Span

	This appears to make the performance compacts mandatory.  As stated in our meetings, we CANNOT support that concept.  We appreciate the current situation which allows for this option, but doesn’t require it. 
	This appears to make the performance compacts mandatory.  As stated in our meetings, we CANNOT support that concept.  We appreciate the current situation which allows for this option, but doesn’t require it. 
	This appears to make the performance compacts mandatory.  As stated in our meetings, we CANNOT support that concept.  We appreciate the current situation which allows for this option, but doesn’t require it. 

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	*NEW* Section 13(1) amended to “The Department shall offer to negotiate a performance compact…” 
	*NEW* Section 13(1) amended to “The Department shall offer to negotiate a performance compact…” 

	Span


	 
	  
	Item #7: 
	Nevada Department of Education Responses to Clark County Education Association Proposed Changes to SB 430 Mock-up, April 11 public hearing 
	SB 430 was a bill from the 2017 legislative session that would have amended NRS 388B to include some components of the proposed regulations. Pertinent requests have been included below.  
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	Span

	Parental Engagement: 
	Parental Engagement: 
	Parental Engagement: 
	 Two annual mandatory parental meetings: 
	 Two annual mandatory parental meetings: 
	 Two annual mandatory parental meetings: 

	o Start of school year: discuss/share expectations and get input  
	o Start of school year: discuss/share expectations and get input  
	o Start of school year: discuss/share expectations and get input  

	o End of the school year: review performance and get input  
	o End of the school year: review performance and get input  



	 

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	*NEW* Requirement included in Section 13(7) for performance compact schools and Section 26(2) for achievement charter schools  
	*NEW* Requirement included in Section 13(7) for performance compact schools and Section 26(2) for achievement charter schools  

	Span


	 
	 
	  
	Item #8: 
	Nevada Department of Education Responses to Nevada State Education Association Proposed Changes to SB 430 Mock-up, April 11 public hearing 
	SB 430 was a bill from the 2017 legislative session that would have amended NRS 388B to include some components of the proposed regulations. Pertinent requests have been included below.  
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	We would agree that any opt-in process be first recommended by an SOT or school site council. NSEA is against a pure parent trigger process. 
	We would agree that any opt-in process be first recommended by an SOT or school site council. NSEA is against a pure parent trigger process. 
	We would agree that any opt-in process be first recommended by an SOT or school site council. NSEA is against a pure parent trigger process. 

	NOT OPEN TO CHANGING 
	NOT OPEN TO CHANGING 

	The parent petition is a central component of ensuring parents’ role in the driver’s seat of school improvement is codified. The opt-in can be recommended by a formal parent body or other group.  
	The parent petition is a central component of ensuring parents’ role in the driver’s seat of school improvement is codified. The opt-in can be recommended by a formal parent body or other group.  

	Span

	If there is a petition process, any petitioners should be restricted to parents of pupils of that school. 
	If there is a petition process, any petitioners should be restricted to parents of pupils of that school. 
	If there is a petition process, any petitioners should be restricted to parents of pupils of that school. 

	AMENDED 
	AMENDED 

	*NEW* Section 10(1) amended to allow only parents of students enrolled at the school to sign the petition. 
	*NEW* Section 10(1) amended to allow only parents of students enrolled at the school to sign the petition. 

	Span

	The restriction against district resources being used for or against a petition should be clarified to not apply to school staff members on their own time. 
	The restriction against district resources being used for or against a petition should be clarified to not apply to school staff members on their own time. 
	The restriction against district resources being used for or against a petition should be clarified to not apply to school staff members on their own time. 

	CLARIFIED 
	CLARIFIED 

	*NEW* Section 10(6) amended to clarify that the restriction against district resources does not apply to school staff members on their own time. 
	*NEW* Section 10(6) amended to clarify that the restriction against district resources does not apply to school staff members on their own time. 

	Span
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